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reflective practices underlying
this success and how autonomous tools enable more complex system design.

Computing in Science &
Engineering

T

he IEEE Computer
Society’s lineup of 12
peer-reviewed technical magazines covers cuttingedge topics ranging from software design and computer
graphics to Internet computing and security, from scientific applications and machine
intelligence to visualization and
microchip design. Here are
highlights from recent issues.
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Computer
Autonomous Tools in
System Design: Reflective
Practice in Ubisoft’s Ghost
Recon Wildlands Project
Ubisoft’s game designers successfully used autonomous
tools to develop an innovative
virtual world. In this article from
the October 2018 issue of Computer, the authors discuss the

NSF’s Inaugural Software
Institutes: The Science
Gateways Community
Institute and the Molecular
Sciences Software Institute
The National Strategic Computing Initiative (NSCI) creates
a framework for partnerships
among government, industry, and academia to advance
the use of high-performance
computing. The National Science Foundation’s Office of
Advanced Cyberinfrastructure
furthers this mission through
the creation of two new software institutes. Although the
program predates NSCI, the
Science Gateways Community
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Institute and the Molecular Sciences Software Institute advance
NSCI’s objectives by acting as
hubs of excellence, serving broad
communities, and creating software and workforce ecosystems.
Read more in the September/October 2018 issue of Computing in Science & Engineering.

IEEE Annals of the History
of Computing
IPSJ Certifies 100 IP
Technology Heritage Artifacts
in 10 Years
The Information Processing Society of Japan (IPSJ) reached an
important goal when it certified its
hundredth Information Processing Technology Heritage artifact
and its tenth satellite museum.
Obtaining these numbers was the
primary objective of this program,
which the IPSJ accomplished in 10
years. Read more in the July–September 2018 issue of IEEE Annals
of the History of Computing.

IEEE Computer Graphics
and Applications
Rethinking Interaction
Techniques for Personal
Fabrication
In this article from the September/
October 2018 issue of IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications,
the authors re-think the current
interaction paradigm with personal fabrication tools. Rather
than first creating a digital model
and then producing physical output at the end, the authors propose
a new tightly coupled workflow in
which physical output is created
www.computer.org/computingedge

continuously while the user is
interacting.

IEEE Intelligent Systems

architecture, reviews some stateof-the-art techniques to reduce
latency, and presents several
opportunities.

Investigation on
Unconventional Synthesis
of Astroinformatic Data
Classifier Powered by
Irregular Dynamics
This article from the July/August
2018 issue of IEEE Intelligent Systems discusses the mutual combination of the unconventional
algorithm (in this case, evolutionary algorithms), deterministic
chaos, and modeling on real data
from astrophysics. Analytical programming with selected evolutionary algorithm is used to synthesize
suitable models. This article is
focused on various chaotic generators, which are used instead of
classical pseudo-random number
generators. Chaotic generators are
used in conjunction with a special case: a generator based on a
strange non-chaotic attractor. The
performance of all chaotic- and
non-chaotic-based generators is
then mutually compared at the end.

IEEE Micro

IEEE Internet Computing

IEEE MultiMedia

Low-Latency Networking:
Architecture, Techniques,
and Opportunities
With the advent of delay-sensitive
applications, low-latency networking is attracting research attention from academia, industry, and
standards organizations. This
article, which appears in the September/October 2018 issue of IEEE
Internet Computing, analyzes the
causes of latency across network

A Watermarking Mechanism
with High Capacity for ThreeDimensional Mesh Objects
using Integer Planning
In this article from the July–
September 2018 issue of IEEE
MultiMedia, a new mechanism for
digital watermarking is proposed.
Three processes are involved:
First, the watermarks are encapsulated into a carrier image; second, a sparsity analysis process is

Galapagos: A Full Stack
Approach to FPGA Integration
in the Cloud
Field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) have shown to be quite
beneficial in the cloud due to their
energy-efficient application-specific acceleration. These accelerators have always been difficult to
use, and at cloud scale, the difficulty of managing these devices
scales accordingly. The authors
of this article from the November/December 2018 issue of IEEE
Micro approach the challenge
of managing large FPGA accelerator clusters in the cloud using
abstraction layers and a new hardware stack called Galapagos. The
hardware stack abstracts low-level
details while providing flexibility
in the amount of low-level access
users require to reach their performance needs.
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conducted on one component; and
finally, a flexible selection process
is eventually executed to embed the
watermarks. Experimental results
demonstrate high-capacity information and strong robustness.

IEEE Pervasive Computing
N-BaIoT—Network-Based
Detection of IoT Botnet
Attacks Using Deep
Autoencoders
The proliferation of Internet of
Things (IoT) devices that can be
more easily compromised than
desktop computers has led to
an increase in IoT-based botnet
attacks. To mitigate this threat,
there is a need for new methods
that detect attacks launched from
compromised IoT devices and
that differentiate between hoursand milliseconds-long IoT-based
attacks. In this article from the
July–September 2018 issue of IEEE
Pervasive Computing, the authors
propose a novel network-based
6
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anomaly detection method for the
IoT called N-BaIoT that extracts
behavior snapshots of the network
and uses deep autoencoders to
detect anomalous network traffic
from compromised IoT devices.

sides can help project managers develop responsive strategies
for increasing user involvement’s
effectiveness. Read more in the
November/December 2018 issue
of IEEE Software.

IEEE Security & Privacy

IT Professional

Teaching Authentication as a
Life Skill
As more and more of the activities
of daily living move into the digital realm, the importance of securing those activities grows. Where
once an understanding of password security might have been
considered a useful bonus, it is
now becoming an integral life skill.
Users of all ages need to be aware of
what information is shared online
and how to secure it. It is crucially
important that security be taught at
an early age. In this article, which
appears in the September/October 2018 issue of IEEE Security &
Privacy, the authors present their
work developing security curriculum modules for teenagers and
discuss their attempt to teach life
skills for security to Swiss high
school students.

Improving Energy
Consumption of a Commercial
Building with IoT and
Machine Learning
The critical requirements for
devices connected to the Internet
of Things are long battery life,
long coverage range, and low
deployment cost. The authors of
this article from the September/
October 2018 issue of IT Professional developed a machine
learning-based smart controller
for a commercial building’s heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system using a
long-range, low-power wireless
platform (LoRa) and compared
it with short-range RF communication in an indoor setting.
Results show that LoRa’s coverage range was 60.4 percent more
than short-range communication
inside the building. The smart
controller was capable of identifying when a room was unoccupied and turning off the HVAC,
reducing its energy consumption
by up to 19.8 percent.

IEEE Software
User Involvement in Software
Development: The Good, the
Bad, and the Ugly
Merely involving the users in software development won’t guarantee
system success. User involvement is a complex, multifaceted
phenomenon with a good side, a
bad side, and an ugly side. A better, deeper understanding of those
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Beware of Cyberattacks

C

yberattacks can be devastating to the
affected organizations and individuals.
Phishing, ransomware, and other forms
of cybercrime are growing, exposing the personal
data of millions of people and costing the economy billions of dollars every year. This issue of
ComputingEdge focuses on steps organizations
can take to bolster their cybersecurity and address
this looming threat.
To protect themselves from the worst financial
effects of cybercrime, businesses can invest in
cyber insurance. IT Professional’s “The Economics
of Cyber-Insurance” explains that providers require
that companies demonstrate strong cybersecurity
to attain cyber insurance coverage. Organizations
can also strive to build or utilize software that is
resistant to malware. IEEE Software’s “Recent Progress in Software Security” discusses techniques
for making code less vulnerable such as process
maturity modeling and runtime controls.
Another threat to cybersecurity is quantum
computing, a nascent technology that has the
potential to break modern encryption algorithms.
“Cryptography after the Aliens Land,” from IEEE
Security & Privacy, imagines how cryptographers

8
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would keep our information secure against aliens
with quantum-computing capabilities. Conversely,
Computer’s “A Future with Quantum Machine
Learning” predicts that quantum computing—
combined with machine learning—will greatly
benefit humanity in the coming years.
Machine learning is already having a large
impact on society. In IEEE MultiMedia’s “Deep Medical Image Computing in Preventive and Precision
Medicine,” the authors detail achievements in
medical imaging that were made possible by deep
learning. Machine learning also drives conversational agents, or chatbots, but IEEE Internet Computing’s “Human-Aided Bots” contends that people
still have an active role to play in the technology.
Finally, this ComputingEdge issue features two
articles on smart homes from IEEE Pervasive Computing. “Smart Homes, Inhabited” explores the
ways in which people interact with their smart
homes through speech and end-user programming. “Evaluating Speech-Based Smart Devices
Using New Usability Heuristics” takes a closer
look at usability challenges with popular voicecontrolled speakers like Google Home and Amazon Echo.
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DEPARTMENT: IT ECONOMICS

The Economics of
Cyber-Insurance
Nir Kshetri
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro

The cyber-insurance market currently is at a nascent stage.
According to the German reinsurance company Munich
Re, worldwide spending on cyber-insurance was
US$3.4–US$4 billion in 2017, which is estimated to
increase to US$8–US$9 billion by 2020 (https://tinyurl.com/

ycrwhvlf). Cyber-insurance premiums currently account for only a tiny fraction of total insurance
premiums. For instance, only in OECD economies do total insurance premium exceed
US$5 trillion in 2016 (https://data.oecd.org/insurance/gross-insurance-premiums.htm).

The economic costs of cyberattacks exceed those associated with natural disasters (https://tinyurl.com/
y8w9gpwy). According to Juniper Research, the cost of data breaches would amount US$2.1 trillion
globally by 2019 (https://tinyurl.com/y7yukpcx). Most estimates of cyberattack costs overlook the
harms associated with damage and destruction of data, lost productivity, theft of intellectual property,
personal and ﬁnancial data, post-breach disruption of companies’ businesses, forensic investigation,
restoration of hacked data and systems, and reputational harm. Some of these are more difﬁcult to
measure. Including those costs, Cybersecurity Ventures estimated that cybercrimes cost the world
US$3 trillion in 2015, which will increase to US$6 trillion annually by 2021 (https://tinyurl.com/
y7jxx3zw). Organizations are thus ﬁnding it more imperative to have cyber-insurance.
Cyber-insurance enhances ﬁrms’ cybersecurity performances. For instance, a company is required
to strengthen cybersecurity in order to buy coverage at a lower rate. A system that requires
cyber-insurance thus raises cybersecurity standards.
Unsurprisingly, regulators are pushing for increased investment in cyber-insurance. For instance,
New York’s Department of Financial Services (DFS) has urged ﬁnancial companies to invest in
cyber-insurance.

CYBER-NSURANCE: EXPLANATION AND THE
CURRENT STATE
Cyber-insurance has been available since the 1990s.1 Despite this long history, cyber-insurance has not
yet taken off.
The U.S. cyber-insurance market is more advanced than the rest of the world (see Table 1). According
to Marsh & McLennan, global cyber-insurance premiums was about US$3.5 billion in 2016 of which
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Table 1. Cyber-insurance markets in some key economies.
Total insurance
premiums
(US$, billion)

Cyber-insurance
premiums as a
proportion of
total insurance
premiums

US$645,800 (2016)
(https://tinyurl.com/yc6u4ap4)

58.9 (2016)a

0.001%

Germany

US$105-117 million
(https://tinyurl.com/y8ypu8jw)

327.3 (2016)a

0.03%

India

US$ 27.9 million (2017)
(https://tinyurl.com/y84jgxm2).

69.8 (2016)a

0.04%

Japan

Japan Network Security Association’s estimate: US$134.2 million
(2017) (https://tinyurl.com/y8l4jxlz)

407.4 (2016)a

0.03%

South
Korea

US$26.4 million (2016)
(https://tinyurl.com/yafs4p27).

185.6 (2016)a

0.01%

The U.S.

Verisk: commercial cyberinsurance market: US$ 6.2 billion
by 2020 US$ 2.5 billion in 2016
(https://tinyurl.com/ydf7z28s).

2703.8 (2016)a

0.09%

Economy

Cyber-insurance premiums

Brazil

a. OECD. Gross insurance premiums, https://data.oecd.org/insurance/gross-insurance-premiums.htm.

the U.S. and Europe accounted for US$3 billion and US$300 million, respectively (https://tinyurl.com/
ycb7hrzv).
The cyber-insurance penetration rate is especially lower among small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs). In most OECD countries, the penetration level for stand-alone cyber-insurance among large
companies was reported to be above 50% in 2017. The proportions of SMEs with cyber-insurance
were in the single digits (https://tinyurl.com/ycyugnjm). Among big companies, data intensive
companies exhibit a higher propensity to buy cyber-insurance. In India, only banks and ecommerce
companies were reported to have cyber-insurance with large coverages (https://tinyurl.com/
y84jgxm2).
Cyber-insurance provides coverage for the theft or loss of ﬁrst-party and third-party data, as well as
support services.2 For the loss or theft of ﬁrst-party data, an insurer may cover expenses related to
notifying clients regarding the data breach, purchasing credit monitoring services for affected
customers, extortion, and launching a public relations campaign to restore the company’s reputation
following a cyberattack-led negative publicity.
Third-party cyber-insurance protects a ﬁrm from being accused in case of a breach. Third-party
coverage includes claims related to unlawful disclosure of a third-party’s information and infringement
of intellectual property rights (https://tinyurl.com/yb2vter9). It may also protect if an insurance
holder’s weak cybersecurity practices result in passing malware or virus to another user.3
Support services can help limit losses after a cyberattack. They cover expenses such as those related to
public relations, IT forensics, and hiring experts in crisis management.

www.computer.org/computingedge
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Some Challenges
The cyber-insurance industry and market have some major challenges to overcome. First, there is a
lack of standardization across the cyber-insurance products offered by insurers. This means that those
buying insurance products are required to have a clear understanding of their cyber risk exposures in
order to determine the appropriate type as well as the amount of coverage required based on their
speciﬁc situation.4 According to a survey conducted by Marsh, 49% of respondents said that they had
“insufﬁcient knowledge” about their cyber risk exposures to assess the type and coverage of
insurances they need.4 Likewise, another survey found that 38% of U.K. companies had insurance that
covered all types of cyber-threats. However, most policies were based on inaccurate risk assessments
(https://tinyurl.com/yc8xnzux).
Second, the value chain of the cyber-insurance industry is not well developed. There is the lack of
clear understanding and knowledge among intermediaries such as insurance brokers and insurance
agents. For instance, according to survey conducted by U.K. legal expenses insurer DAS UK Group,
and HSB Engineering Insurance, most insurance brokers in the U.K. were reported to view
cyber-insurance as a key and growing market. Nevertheless, one third of them admitted that they
had a “poor” or “very poor” understanding of cyber risks and cyber-insurance (https://tinyurl.com/
y7675y3u).
Third, due primarily to newness and the scarcity of data on cyberattacks and related losses insurers
face a high uncertainty in pricing cyber risk coverage. They thus tend to be conservative and
overcharge for cyber risk coverage.3 Moreover, various cyber-insurance coverages are separately
priced.
Fourth, the existence of externality effects may discourage some ﬁrms to buy cyber-insurance. If a
minimum level of cybersecurity is required from policyholders, it is likely to improve the security of
all Internet users. This will create a free riding problem, which reduces incentives for individuals or
ﬁrms to get cyber-insurance.

DEMAND- AND SUPPLY-SIDE MODELS AND
MEASUREMENT ISSUES
Supply-Side Condition
In order to derive a risk-adjusted return on capital, insurance companies need to determine the
economic values of the capital invested and earnings. Put simply, the economic value of earnings is
equal to cash ﬂow plus the change in the economic value of the assets minus the change in the
economic value of liabilities.5
Expressing in a simple equation, it is commercially viable for the insurance company if
Insurancepremium > expectedloss þ riskmargin þ administrativecosts:

(1)

The risk margin in (1) represents an additional amount that investors in an insurance company require
so that a return is expected for placing their economic capital at risk.5 The risk associated with a
policy is a function of many factors such as the company’s industry, data risks and exposures, current
practices, and ﬁnancial health.5 Among the biggest challenges facing the cyber-insurance industry and
market is the lack of well-developed mechanisms to actuarially assess and price cyber risks.
Firms face heterogeneous cyber risk environments. In order to understand the essential components
and the context of cyber risks, a process-based mode of such risks could be helpful. In such a model,
risk equals “threat plus vulnerability plus consequences” (https://tinyurl.com/yc7ycokf). A threat is a
danger related to cyber-attack that has the potential to cause harms to an organization. For instance,
factors such as a ﬁrm’s jurisdiction, physical location, nature of business, political orientation, and
symbolic signiﬁcance affect the degree of cyber-threats.
Cyber-vulnerability refers to the degree to which an organization is susceptible to harm from
cyber-attacks. For instance, a ﬁrm with a poor cybersecurity practice is more likely to be harmed by
cyber-criminals.
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Finally, consequences of possible cyberattacks need to be evaluated in terms of factors such as
reputational damage, ﬁnancial loss, and possible physical harm. More severe consequences can arise if
the jurisdiction of the ﬁrm’s operations has strict laws against companies’ failure to protect personally
identiﬁable information.
Proper assessment of cyber-threat, cyber-vulnerability, and consequences of cyber-attacks are needed
to gain a better understanding of cyber risks facing the ﬁrm. Insurance companies have realized that
there is a fundamental need for better risk assessment tools.
On the plus side, there have been efforts to develop better analytical approaches, improving data
collection efforts, and sharing relevant data with other players. When insurers model and test more
information, insurance products are likely to be sold at more reasonable prices. Insurance companies
are also taking measures to address legal uncertainties.1

Demand-Side Condition
A customer will invest in cyber  insurance if expected utility without cyber  insurance
< expectedutility with cyber  insurance:

(2)

Alternatively, the demand-side condition can also be written as6,7

U ðBenefits of insuranceÞ > U ðCosts of buying an insurance planÞ:

(3)

U() is a utility function, which evaluates a cyber-insurance plan’s beneﬁts and costs in a common
metric.
Firms and individuals invest in cyber-insurance only if its value proposition is clear. A current
challenge is that the coverage terms are often complex, which makes it difﬁcult to articulate the value
proposition. There is still the lack of data on the odds of companies being victimized, which makes it
difﬁcult to estimate the costs of cyberattacks. It is also difﬁcult for companies to measure the nature
and extent of cyber-related exposure and to make decisions as to what coverages for how much to
purchase (https://tinyurl.com/y7g3fjuy).
A related point is that some cyber-insurance policy holders ﬁnd that their insurance does not
cover all the losses in case of a cyberattack. To take an example, in December 2013, Target faced
a high-proﬁle security breach, which compromised 40 million credit and debit-card accounts and
70 million customers’ personal data (https://tinyurl.com/y9vgktf3). Target had cyber-insurance
when it was hacked. However, it only covered the ﬁrst US$100 million. Actual costs exceeded
US$450 million.3

Transaction Costs in Cyber-Insurance Markets
In the context of business transactions involving two or more parties Nobel Laureate Douglas
North argues that “.. transaction costs are . . . two things: (1) the costs of measuring the
dimensions of whatever it is that is being produced or exchanged and (2) the costs of
enforcement.”8 He goes on to say that “a lot of what we need to do is to try to measure the
dimensions of what we are talking about in such a way that we can deﬁne them precisely.”3
Emphasizing the importance of measurements in enforcement, North argues: “Without being able
to measure accurately whatever it is you are trying to enforce, there cannot be effective
enforcement, even as a possibility.”8
A transaction cost problem has two main components: (a) There is the presence of uncertainty and (b)
the ability of the policy holder to change her/his behavior without detection.9 Regarding (a), it is worth
noting that due to the newness and limited availability of data, there is a challenge in estimating the
probability of cyberattacks.
As to (b), a key challenge that insurers face in other types of insurance products is that the behavior of
policy holders is often unobservable. Unlike many other insurance products, by working closely with
the policy holder, cyber insurers can avoid some of the above-mentioned problems. They can support
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overall risk management for their clients and tailor cyber-insurance to only residual risks in a costeffective manner. For instance, using specialized software, insurers can remotely check whether
policyholders have up-to-date software and defense mechanisms in place.1 There has already been
some progress on this front. Companies with strong cybersecurity practices pay lower insurance
premiums.1
The above-mentioned feature also leads to a lower enforcement costs. A second-party
enforcement, in which one party retaliates against the other (e.g., a cyber insurer penalizing a
cyber-insurance policy holder for having a poor defence measure), can especially be more easily
carried out in the context of cyber-insurance. It reduces the risks of policyholders failing to
protect themselves against cyberattacks, thinking that they are covered against losses associated
with such attacks.1

CONCLUSION
Cyber-insurance market currently accounts for a vanishingly small proportion of the total insurance
market. Nonetheless, it is growing fast. There are challenges associated with actuarially estimating the
likelihood of cyberattacks and the total anticipated costs of such attacks. The lack of relevant data has
led to an inaccurate assessment of cyber risks and higher premiums.
On the plus side, insurers can remotely monitor policyholders’ cyber-defense mechanisms. It provides
a low-cost mechanism for a second-party enforcement.
It is important to have a thorough understanding of the multifaceted nature of loss in case of
cyberattacks. For non-IT businesses, ﬁrst-party cybersecurity insurance could be enough, but
third-party cybersecurity insurance may be needed for ﬁrms dealing with sensitive data of customers.
Since most current policies are bespoke in nature, ﬁrms need to look for policies that are based on the
need rather than the cost.
Due to the lack of prior experience, potential clients do not immediately understand the value
proposition of cyber insurance. It has resulted in low demand. Cyber-insurance education and
awareness can make a big difference. A higher public awareness of cyber security risk and a higher
degree of understanding of the sophistication of cyberattacks can also stimulate the demand of cyber
insurance. Firms should be convinced that the value proposition of insurance is interesting for them.
Insurers need to make sure that potential clients get a simple and clear explanation of beneﬁts from
their cyber insurance. It is important to take measures to increase perceived economic beneﬁts of cyber
insurance.
Insurers must consider new market segments that are not currently investing in cyber insurance. They
need to pursue ﬁrms in industries low digitization, households, and SMEs.
Data protection regulations that require ﬁnancial protection against cyber-related losses could also lead
to the growth of the cyber-insurance market. Finally, proper regulations may address the free-riding
problem. Measures such as those taken by New York’s DFS indicate that there have been some
initiatives on this front.
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Recent Progress in
Software Security
Edward Amoroso

EXACTLY 50 YEARS ago, Edsger
Dijkstra sent the article “A Case
against the GOTO Statement” to the
Communications of the ACM, explaining why GOTO introduced too
much complexity and should thus
be avoided. Given the urgency of
Dijkstra’s message, Pascal inventor
Niklaus Wirth made the prescient
decision to recast the article as a letter to the editor with the now-iconic
title, “Go To Statement Considered
Harmful.”1
In the years since, our community
has, sadly, lost Dijkstra, but the debate he sparked has remained active.
The cybersecurity community in particular has been vocal about fi nding
ways to improve software, because
most vulnerabilities involve exploitable weaknesses introduced through
badly written code. Unfortunately,
the rush to modern DevOps coding
and the demands of software marketing have tended to overshadow
most correctness concerns.
Instead, the cybersecurity community has widely adopted an approach to reduce cybersecurity risk
in software that involves a collage of
techniques, tools, and methods, each
addressing some aspect of the threat
implications of bad code. Here, I
briefly survey recent progress in each
element of this combined approach,
including the pros and cons for reducing cybersecurity risk.
2469-7087/19/$33.00
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Advanced Malware Detection
Although improved programming
methodology continues to influence
software security, the cybersecurity
software community has focused
mostly on malware detection. This
situation is curious, because while it’s
in everyone’s interest in cybersecurity
to prevent exploitable bugs, agreement exists that this is basically impossible for nontrivial code. Vendors
have thus built small empires based
on this (so far) correct assumption.
Whereas the original methods
of malware detection were built on
matching application code (or operating systems) to signatures, moremodern methods review behaviors
for evidence of unacceptable runtime
activity. Behavioral investigation is
enabled by dynamic provision of virtual machines for safe detonation of
executables. Without such virtual
contained environments, behavioral
analysis would be too dangerous for
production systems.
Modern research in malware detection employs machine learning to
help train security tools to identify
bad code on the basis of samples.
So, just as AI-powered systems are
fed pictures of cats for learned recognition, comparable systems are fed
“pictures” of fi les containing malware. Deep-learning techniques use
massive parallelism to improve such
algorithms’ efficiency.

Published by the IEEE Computer Society

Perhaps the unifying aspect of
this evolving space is that malware
detection tools presume the continued existence of problems, which
helps justify business investment by
start-ups and other security vendors. The likelihood is thus low
that software professionals will advance our art to the point at which
no malware exists. So, the antimalware industry should expect to see
continued vibrancy of its collective
offerings in terms of sales, revenue,
and growth.

Software Process Maturity
Another focus in modern software
security involves inferring code security through its associated software process. That is, many security
experts have suggested that, rather
than directly inspecting software
for evidence of malware or vulnerabilities, you examine that software’s
development process. This is like determining patients’ health by asking
them about their behaviors rather
than testing their blood.
The theory supporting this approach is largely empirical—namely,
that good code has tended to come
from well-trained developers working with world-class tools in modern,
well-organized development environments. In contrast, exploitable
vulnerabilities frequently have been
found in code written by poorly
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trained developers using makeshift tools in ad hoc development
environments.
So, maturity models have emerged
that let you link the degree of software security to the quality of the
process. This has the useful side effect of driving improved security for
all code that emerges from a given
vendor’s or team’s software process.
Common methods demanded in such
processes include automation, periodic penetration testing, and proper
software updating and maintenance
procedures.
One excellent benefit of process
maturity approaches is that little
downside exists in any effort to improve the steps taken to create code.
If the underlying rubric is sound, the
associated effort to bring the software process in line with accepted
best practices will have benefits far
beyond just improved protection.
Code reduction, time-to-market improvements, and quality increases
will all result from improved software processes.

Software Review
and Scanning
The most traditional means for improving software security involve
direct inspection of code, sometimes using code-scanning tools.
The tools’ earliest use seems to have
been at Bell Labs in the 1970s, with
the introduction of the lint preprocessing program, which scanned C
code and recommended improvements. All subsequent code-scanning
tools trace their lineage to this early
concept.
The ongoing use of manual code
reviews is much debated in the software community, with traditionalists insisting that human inspection
remains essential to high-quality,
secure products. The challenge is
18
12

that with the rapid cycle times in a
DevOps environment, little time exists for human review of source code.
Automated scans thus have become
the norm in such environments; this
has its pros and cons.
Software security will always include some degree of review and
scans, presumably done properly
once for reusable components, thus
precluding the need for repeat security analysis. Critics claim that
reusable componentry has been an
elusive goal for decades. However, few would argue that modern
DevOps and cloud-based software
process environments are fertile
ground for standard, well-reviewed
components.

Runtime Software Controls
Perhaps the most promising advance
in software security involves using
runtime controls that are embedded
in the execution environment. This
technique is sometimes called runtime
application self-protection (RASP).
Through the integration of behavioral and even machine-learning controls into and around an executable, a
programmed protection environment
emerges—one that can compensate
for code weaknesses.
RASP controls, cloud development, and DevOps are all tightly
woven in most software development organizations. All three aim to
increase delivered code’s speed and
flexibility. However, a somewhat
open question is whether these three
initiatives result in more secure code.
Certainly, RASP will reduce the risk
of any application good or bad, but
it’s unclear whether programmers
write better code in the presence
of RASP.
Nevertheless, runtime software
controls will continue to influence
software security, especially in the
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context of new self-learning methods. Machine-learning techniques
have advanced to the point at which
observed behaviors can serve as
training data to label new variants
of software exploits. This is an exciting new way to drive improved,
autonomous software control using
platform automation.
Deep-learning advances are especially promising for software security. This is because the improved
efficiency and massive parallelism
that characterize the approach are
perfectly suited to the large number
of combinations that must be examined in typical software execution.
We might hope that deep-learning
algorithms would be a superior way
to review code for unused execution
paths, dead code, logic errors, race
conditions, and the like.

O

ur industry’s early focus on
methodology, as evidenced
by Edsger Dijkstra’s teachings on software, remains an important consideration in the assurance
of secure software. However, the
community has taken many practical steps to improve code quality and
security in the absence of any real
correctness progress by programmers. Bugs still abound in nontrivial
software, and security teams must
be practical in their risk reduction
efforts.
We can hope that in the coming
years, these methods will synthesize with improved programming
languages and ever-improving programming techniques into an ecosystem that reduces risk by improving
software. Given modern infrastructure’s dependency on well-designed
code with a minimum of exploitable
flaws, this is certainly a welcome
goal.
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Cryptography after
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uantum computing is a new way of
computing—one that could allow
humankind to perform computations that
are simply impossible using today’s computing technologies. It allows for very fast searching, something that would break some of the
encryption algorithms we use today. And it
allows us to easily factor large numbers, something that would break the RSA cryptosystem
for any key length.
This is why cryptographers are hard at work
designing and analyzing “quantum-resistant”
public-key algorithms. Currently, quantum
computing is too nascent for cryptographers
to be sure of what is secure and what isn’t.
But even assuming aliens have developed
the technology to its full potential, quantum
computing doesn’t spell the end of the world
for cryptography. Symmetric cryptography
is easy to make quantum-resistant, and we’re
working on quantum-resistant public-key
algorithms. If public-key cryptography ends
up being a temporary anomaly based on our
mathematical knowledge and computational
ability, we’ll still survive. And if some inconceivable alien technology can break all of
cryptography, we still can have secrecy based
on information theory—albeit with significant loss of capability.
At its core, cryptography relies on the
mathematical quirk that some things are easier
to do than to undo. Just as it’s easier to smash a
plate than to glue all the pieces back together,
it’s much easier to multiply two prime numbers together to obtain one large number than
it is to factor that large number back into two
prime numbers. Asymmetries of this kind—
one-way functions and trap-door one-way
functions—underlie all of cryptography.
To encrypt a message, we combine it with
a key to form ciphertext. Without the key,
reversing the process is more difficult. Not
just a little more difficult, but astronomically
more difficult. Modern encryption algorithms

are so fast that they can secure your entire
hard drive without any noticeable slowdown,
but that encryption can’t be broken before the
heat death of the universe.
With symmetric cryptography—the kind
used to encrypt messages, files, and drives—
that imbalance is exponential, and is amplified as the keys get larger. Adding one bit of
key increases the complexity of encryption
by less than a percent (I’m hand-waving here)
but doubles the cost to break. So a 256-bit key
might seem only twice as complex as a 128-bit
key, but (with our current knowledge of
mathematics) it’s 340,282,366,920,938,463,
463,374,607,431,768,211,456 times harder
to break.
Public-key encryption (used primarily
for key exchange) and digital signatures are
more complicated. Because they rely on hard
mathematical problems like factoring, there
are more potential tricks to reverse them. So
you’ll see key lengths of 2,048 bits for RSA,
and 384 bits for algorithms based on elliptic curves. Here again, though, the costs to
reverse the algorithms with these key lengths
are beyond the current reach of humankind.
This one-wayness is based on our mathematical knowledge. When you hear about a
cryptographer “breaking” an algorithm, what
happened is that they’ve found a new trick
that makes reversing easier. Cryptographers
discover new tricks all the time, which is why
we tend to use key lengths that are longer than
strictly necessary. This is true for both symmetric and public-key algorithms; we’re trying to future-proof them.
Quantum computers promise to upend a
lot of this. Because of the way they work, they
excel at the sorts of computations necessary to
reverse these one-way functions. For symmetric cryptography, this isn’t too bad. Grover’s
algorithm shows that a quantum computer
speeds up these attacks to effectively halve the
key length. This would mean that a 256-bit
continued on p. 86
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lot more techniques to manage trust
than we did in the early years of the
Internet. Some important properties like forward secrecy will be
blunted and far more complex, but
as long as symmetric cryptography
still works, we’ll still have security.
It’s a weird future. Maybe the
whole idea of number theory–
based encryption, which is what
our modern public-key systems are,
is a temporary detour based on our
incomplete model of computing.
Now that our model has expanded
to include quantum computing, we
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increase key length, that this future
is unimaginable. Consider an AES
variant with a 512-bit block and key
size, and 128 rounds. Unless mathematics is fundamentally different than
our current understanding, that’ll
be secure until computers are made
of something other than matter and
occupy something other than space.
But if the unimaginable happens,
that would leave us with cryptography based solely on information
theory: one-time pads and their
variants. This would be a huge blow
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REBOOTING COMPUTING

A Future with
Quantum Machine
Learning
Erik P. DeBenedictis, Sandia National Laboratories

Could combining quantum computing and
machine learning with Moore’s law produce a
true “rebooted computer”? This article posits
that a three-technology hybrid-computing
approach might yield suﬃciently improved
answers to a broad class of problems such
that energy eﬃciency will no longer be the
dominant concern.

O

ver the past two years, this column has highlighted the technologies being considered
as candidates to reboot computing. Yet none
of the individual technologies has been very
exciting. For example, in December 2016 I wrote about
neuromorphic crossbars’ potential as machine learning
accelerators,1 concluding that they face the same thermodynamic limit as today’s microprocessors.
However, in the last year, the combination of quantum computing, machine learning, and Moore’s law
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has taken form with more potential than anything seen to date.2
While it’s too early to tell whether
this three-technology hybrid will
survive the test of time, the field is
attracting both venture capital and
substantial investment by big companies and the government. My goal
here is to show how this combination of technologies has a synergy
that could affect people outside “the
club” creating it.

MACHINE LEARNING CHANGES THE
QUANTUM GAME

To explain the combination of quantum computing and
machine learning, we must express quantum computing
in terms that don’t unnecessarily hide the role of programming, because this would obfuscate machine learning’s value in shifting some portion of human-developed
programming to computers.
Quantum computers’ popular success story is the
factoring of large numbers. Historically, numbers were
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factored using trial division, which requires a three-line program. However,
the three lines iterate an exponential
number of times (2n/2) when factoring an n-bit number. This leads to an
exponential expenditure of energy,
given the thermodynamic kT model
of minimum energy per binary operation. The community has explored two
options to reduce the cost of factoring
numbers:
1. The subexponential number
field sieve algorithm was
developed using perhaps 100
person-years effort by mathematicians, computer scientists,
and programmers.
2. Shor’s polynomial-time quantum algorithm was developed,
albeit requiring a quantum computer that has yet to be built.
Both improvements are important.
The discovery of quantum algorithms occurred in parallel with improvements to the equivalent classical
algorithms, leading to competition
between the 100 person-years research
and the special properties of quantum
information. However, computational
complexity theory seeks the best algorithm without reference to algorithm
development and programming effort,
unfairly disadvantaging quantum
computers. This retelling of the quantum computer story opens the door
for machine learning to contribute by
making programming more efficient.
Machine learning moves the dividing line between humans and computers. In a typical machine-learning
scenario, a server farm consumes a
dollar’s worth of energy learning how
to recognize your pet in images or how
to target advertisements by scanning
your emails. This learning might compute neuron weights for a recognition
circuit, which is essentially a program.
In many cases, each person’s pet and
www.computer.org/computingedge

Potential
energy

Classical uphill flow exponentially difficult

Quantum
tunneling
through
obstacle

Classical downhill flow easy

Sea
level
Pacific Ocean

Task of optimization is to find position
Death Valley
(el. – 279 ft.)

Atlantic Ocean

Figure 1. Optimization involves finding the lowest point on a potential energy curve
(blue), which is Death Valley, even though most water flows to the oceans. Classical
optimization (orange) works like raindrops flowing downhill, but simulated annealing
allows limited uphill movement (purple). However, quantum computer optimization can
use a quantum physics principle called “tunneling” to go through a high energy barrier
(red). The text also describes how this type of optimization could apply to organizing
the slides in a slide deck to make a compelling presentation.

mailbox have an underlying structure
similar to the number field that enabled improved factoring algorithms.
It might be possible to improve the computational efficiency of the neural network that cost a dollar to synthesize in
the first place through 100 person-years
of research. However, there’s no way to
recoup 100 years’ salary, given that the
learned behavior is applicable to only
one person.
The opportunity for quantum machine learning will be in learning lots
of simple lessons—concepts that will
make society more efficient, not just
the hard problems currently attracting geniuses and armies of researchers. I suggest that quantum machine
learning be benchmarked on learning
a completely original behavior and
performing it as few as, say, 10 times.
The cost metric would include both the
learning and running times.

CHIP LAYOUT TO SLIDE
DECKS

How can a quantum computer’s computational advantage in optimization,3 factoring numbers, and other
algorithms be repurposed to machine
learning? While classical computers
can perfectly optimize small systems,

they only find incremental improvements for large systems such as transportation routes and product pricing.
This is due to their rapidly rising running time as a function of problem size.
Placement of logic gates on an integrated circuit is an example. Chip design tools have optimizers that place
logic gates on a chip’s surface with just
enough space between to hold the wiring that defi nes the chip’s function.
Better placement reduces chip area—
and hence cost—while simultaneously
increasing the chip’s speed because
the shorter wires convey information
in less time. However, a chip might
be profitable even if it’s a few percent
larger than necessary, so perfect optimization isn’t essential.
Classical placement algorithms
such as simulated annealing follow
the same principle as raindrops trying to fi nd the lowest elevation by
flowing downhill. Figure 1 shows an
energy landscape for water by position across the US. Water dropped almost anywhere will flow to an ocean.
Oceans are low, but not as low as Death
Valley. However, Death Valley has a
small rainfall basin surrounded by
high mountains, so a random raindrop
would be unlikely to fall into its basin.
FEBRUARY 2018
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Temperature:
300K

A VISION FOR FUTURE
APPLICATIONS

Classical
computer

Cryostat

High bandwidth
connection to room
temperature
Controls: microwave
signal gating and
qubit measurement

4K

0.015K
or 15mK

Qubits

Small wires crossing
temperature gradient

Figure 2. General structure of a quantum computer system. The user interacts with
a classical computer. If the problem requires optimization, the classical computer
translates the user’s problem into a standard form for a quantum computer, such as
QUBO, or into a different form if another quantum algorithm is required. The classical
computer then creates control signals for qubits (quantum bits) located in a cryogenic
environment, receiving data from measurements of the qubits. Some classical electronics are placed in the cold environment to minimize heat flow through wiring across
the cryogenic-to-room-temperature gradient. Photo source: A. Hellemans, “Europe
Bets €1 Billion on Quantum Tech,” IEEE Spectrum, 22 Jun. 2016; spectrum.ieee.org
computing/hardware/europe-will-spend-1-billion-to-turn-quantum-physics-into
-quantum-technology.

Mathematicians, computer scientists,
and programmers have improved simulated annealing so that potential solutions can jump over an obstacle, but the
probability of this occurring decreases
exponentially with the height of the
jump. Human effort has also created
heuristics, such as chip design tools
that handle memories, busses, and
clock lines in special ways.
One form of quantum machine
learning uses “quantum tunneling”3
to go through the peak in Figure 1, with
the probability of this occurring declining exponentially with the width
of the peak. The tunneling approach
may or may not be better than simulated annealing, but applying both
techniques might give a better answer
than either alone. Other quantum algorithms work quite differently, such
as not using potential energy at all.
Optimization can be applied to development of a slide deck for a presentation, such as tuning the ordering of the
slides to meet the expected interests of
a particular audience. Hypothetically,
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there is a “potential energy landscape”
for every audience based on the listeners’ background knowledge and
receptiveness to new ideas. For example, one audience might prefer an
emotional appeal first and facts later.
If Figure 1’s horizontal axis represents
slide interchanges, optimization just
needs to find the sequence of interchanges that yields the most compelling
presentation. There are exponentially
many orderings—too many to test exhaustively—so the classical approach
is to follow downhill paths as shown
in Figure 1, or slide interchanges that
each make each potential presentation
a little better than the previous. However, a quantum computer’s unique
ability to tunnel through high potential barriers might let it find the most
compelling slide deck when simulated
annealing cannot.
Presentations can be optimized
through use of human labor, such as
mock juries in criminal trials. However, the effort required is too high for
everyday situations.

I’ve painted a picture in which today’s
corporate applications, such as optimizing transportation routes, are
improved and then applied to everyday personal situations. But are there
enough such applications to bother
with? Computers assist people with numerical calculations countless times a
day, such as when a smartphone computes how far you jogged. But there are
also occasions when you need to say or
do something that requires nonnumerical judgement—such as preparing a
compelling slide-deck presentation,
as in my previous example, or answering a question in a way that impresses
your boss. With today’s knowledge and
technology, there should be as many
ways for computers to address these
nonnumerical activities as the numerical ones.

MOORE’S LAW AND
SUPERCONDUCTING
ELECTRONICS

In the early 1940s, IBM president
Thomas J. Watson reputedly said, “I
think there is a world market for maybe
five computers.” If quantum machine
learning meets the expectations of the
venture capitalists who are funding
start-ups, Watson’s statement won’t hold
for these three-technology hybrid computers either, and we’ll need a path to
produce them in large volume.
The quantum effect frequently,
although not always, requires components operating near absolute zero,
making just about every aspect of the
design exotic. Quantum computer
components operated at room temperature inevitably acquire error from
the thermal motion of the atoms in the
computer’s structure. The errors must
be removed by quantum error correction, yet the error accumulation rate is
too high for practical removal unless
the components are cooled to millikelvins, or thousandths of a degree above
absolute zero—273.15 °C or 0 K.
The architecture of these quantum–
classical hybrid computers is zeroing
March 2019
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in on the structure shown in Figure
2. The qubits (quantum bits) must
be kept at a temperature of approximately 15 mK. They need support from
classical superconducting electronics
based on Josephson junctions operating at temperatures around helium’s
boiling point, or 4 K.4 The electronics must have extremely low energy
dissipation, because the external refrigeration must dissipate at least the
temperature ratio (300 K/4 K = 75× or
300 K/15 mK = 20,000×) times as much
energy to remove the heat to room
temperature (300 K)—and, in practice,
several times this amount. Logic-gate
circuits based on Josephson junctions
are available that perform the logic
functions for error correction as well
as the gate microwave signals required
to control qubits.
As Moore’s law demonstrated, industry knows how to take control of
a technology and work relentlessly to
improve it to the limits of physics. So
if the ideas in this column pan out, industry will need to do the same for superconducting electronics.

SOCIETAL IMPLICATIONS

So far I’ve discussed future computers as though they were standalone,
yet we use computers today as agents
for many of our business transactions
and information handling. Some day
we might have the option to upgrade
our computerized agents to more advanced versions that use quantum machine learning internally. However,
we must be prepared for competitors
and bad actors that upgrade early to
take advantage of us.
If you are a defense lawyer trying
to defend a client, you will be at a disadvantage if your presentation is less
well tuned to the jury than the prosecution’s is. Similarly, web traffic is
monitored by machine learning software purportedly to send us advertisements, but bad actors can use the same
technology to better target phishing
emails that can cause us harm. Computers can use machine learning to
find phishing emails, but this will lead
www.computer.org/computingedge

the opposing sides to mount an arms’
race for better quantum computers.

M

y December 2016 article comparing the energy efficiency
of analog memristor-style
crossbars for learning showed that
this new technology was subject to the
same thermodynamic limits as digital
chips. Each approach might beat the
other in some portion of a parameter
space, but the common limit implied
that the best win would be an order of
magnitude or two. Companies could
live or die based on a couple orders of
magnitude in product performance,
but changing the world typically requires a bigger difference. The triad of
quantum computing, machine learning, and a continuation of Moore’s law
could possibly address a broad class of
problems, with only distant competitors. So what are the practical challenges that quantum machine learning must overcome to survive the test
of time?
There will be technical challenges
beyond just building hybrid quantum–
classical hardware. We haven’t systematically looked for applications
that depend on exorbitant amounts of
machine learning or optimization, nor
have we applied quantum computing
to general problem solving.
The computer industry has been
producing chips intended to operate at
room temperature, which was convenient. A quantum–classical computer,
however, has unique capabilities that
require a cryogenic environment. Materials, devices, and circuits for this
environment are known but haven’t
been refined to the same level of manufacturability as semiconductors.
Classical computers’ rapid emergence has stretched society’s ability to
assimilate their capabilities, creating
concerns regarding cybersecurity, robots and AI, social media, and so on.
Rolling out quantum machine learning products could introduce similar issues, but they should be seen as
challenges to overcome, not reasons

to hold back progress or ignore the uncomfortable questions they present.
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DEPARTMENT: DEEP PREVENTIVE IMAGING MEDICINE

Deep Medical Image
Computing in Preventive
and Precision Medicine
Deep learning has a game-changing potential to improve the
state of preventative and precision medicine within medical
image computing. Here, we will ﬁrst overview preventative and
precision medicine and ﬁeld of deep learning. Afterward, we
will
share our perspective on recent research and development
Adam P. Harrison
activities
in both areas and point out some existing
NVIDIA
achievements, positive indications, limitations, and near future
opportunities and impediments. To ﬂesh out our viewpoints,
we draw from examples of our most recent work, which largely
stem from radiologic images, but we encourage readers to
consult some other recent reviews, which include many references that space did not allow us to
include. We also assume the reader is broadly familiar with machine learning technologies.
Le Lu
Ping An Technology
US Research Labs
Johns Hopkins University

Overview and Status: Preventive medicine in medical imaging refers to early detection of disease
ﬁndings, e.g., lung nodules, colonic polyps, and liver/bone lesions, with the goal of timely patient
intervention and management. Traditionally, this is done using manual examination from noninvasive
imaging modalities, but more recently computer-aided solutions are becoming more prominent.
Precision medicine, within imaging, means computing quantitative and precise imaging biomarkers,
e.g., volumetric tumor measurements for tracking and beyond, to support clinical decision making and
ultimately improve patient outcomes. Current radiological practices are still largely qualitative, even
for the most advanced medical centers.
Deep learning, especially deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have made signiﬁcant headway
in categorically improving both preventative and precision medicine. This includes the preventative
detection of anomalous ﬁndings in various imaging modalities, such as histology images or within
computed tomography (CT) scans. For instance, markedly higher quantitative performance has been
achieved for classifying enlarged lymph nodes and colonic polyps from CT.2,4 For precision medicine,
progress has been made on accurately segmenting organs1,3,6 and anatomical anomalies,7 which would
play a central role for any quantitative markers.
The main reason of these early successes is that effective learning of hand-crafted features for medical
image analysis problems is notoriously hard, whereas CNNs eliminate this need. In light of this, for
the ﬁrst time, CNNs have made feasible large-scale medical image parsing and tagging (over
thousands or tens of thousands of patients and studies).4,9,11 Works using CNNs have also built up a
massive body of empirical evidence indicating that low-level features can be shared and ﬁne-tuned
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between networks trained on different image modalities or even from networks trained on natural
image understanding tasks, e.g., from the ImageNet competition.
Deep learning has also rekindled and intensiﬁed industrial interest in medical imaging applications.
Currently, there is a healthy body of startups focusing on medical image analysis and informatics, e.g.,
HeartFlow, Enlitic, Arterys, Viz.ai, Zebra-Me, and Butterﬂy Network. These efforts complement the
research and development initiatives from large corporations, such as Siemens, IBM, Tencent, and
Google Brain/DeepMind. Industrial investment and engagement cover various topics in both
preventive and precision medicine. Though many technological, business, and clinical challenges lay
ahead, scalable and effective deep learning principles will continue propelling high-performance,
deployable medical imaging, and clinical informatics applications for years to come.
Future Directions in Deep Preventive Imaging Medicine: Early developments in computer-aided
detection (CADe), in the predeep learning era, mainly concentrated on detecting breast lesions/masses
from mammography scans and detecting colonic polyps, lung nodules, vascular lesions, and
pulmonary embolisms from CT or CT angiography images. Commercial clinical software products
from several vendors were developed and deployed into practices, but the “expected” broad success
and uptake did not happen. CADe products typically operate in a second reader mode (the de facto
protocol approved by FDA), which means a radiologist ﬁrst ﬁnishes an independent image reading
without CADe and then examines the CADe generated ﬁndings to make his or her ﬁnal decision. This
pipeline is designed to increase detection sensitivity, with the aid of CADe software, but at the cost of
additional physician workload. A common drawback is that the above-mentioned applications are not
too difﬁcult for experienced radiologists, and the extra workload is not always compensated by the
moderate to minimal increases in sensitivity, if any.
New pain points: In order for preventive CADe systems and applications really to take off, new and
true clinical pain points, which are not possible to fully address yet, need to be tackled and solved.
These should lie beyond the traditional second reader protocol or an extra layer of safety. Instead, they
should more actively aim to improve patient care capabilities. We provide a nonexhaustive list of a few
promising examples as follows.
1.

2.

3.

First reader triage software to (potentially) signiﬁcantly increase the chances of detecting,
and therefore quickly treating, patients suffering from a large vessel occlusion (LVO) from a
stroke has recently been cleared by the FDA (work from Viz.ai). The current manual LVO
stroke workﬂow results in low rates and long delays of treatment, which can be alleviated by
this computer-aided triage and notiﬁcation software that also saves stroke specialists’ time.
Another similar work is atherosclerotic vascular calciﬁcation detection and segmentation
using low-dose full-body CT scans, which is a very time-consuming task and easy to miss
for human readers. Long-standing drawbacks of manual exams and the high performance of
deep learning alternatives meant that these tasks were amenable to a CADe approach.
Additional opportunities for ﬁrst reader software need to be identiﬁed and seized to further
expand the impact of CADe solutions.
Chest X-rays are the most common medical imaging exams and a very accessible modality for
screening both healthy (annual health exams) and unhealthy populations, e.g., those found in
community clinics and hospitals, respectively. A game-changing application would be a
reliable and economical automated chest x-ray screening and referral tool deployed across
massive populations, especially those that are geographically distant from major hospitals. A
total of four technical challenges, not necessarily speciﬁc to chest x-rays, stand in the way of
such a vision: a) chest x-rays are associated with higher degrees of diagnosis uncertainty,
whether analyzed by radiologists or computerized systems, than other modalities, e.g., lung
nodule detection using chest CT; b) an extremely low false positive rate is required for generic
preventive screening since a large majority of a population will be healthy; c) modeling and
incorporating disease ontology is critical for reasoning and regularizing the raw outcomes
from image classiﬁers to produce sensible diagnoses; d) human interpretable and veriﬁable
results are required to produce a clinically complete CADe system. Work is ongoing to
overcome these challenges, but recent developments, e.g., weakly supervised visual
grounding of disease locations,11 bring the ﬁeld closer to this vision.
Full body preventive organ anomaly and cancer screening is the holy grail for general and
asymptomatic population screening. Most likely, the ideal setup would also incorporate
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cheaper and less intrusive nonimaging technologies, such as the “CancerSeek” blood test,8
to screen all patients undergoing annual health exams. Next, a high-performance, highaccuracy automated medical imaging organ and pathology segmentation tool could be used
to localize and verify the initial ﬁnding indications. Finally, a clinical decision fusion
module, combining all nonimaging and imaging test results, could report and refer the
identiﬁed “high risk” patients, versus the vast majority of average-risk individuals, to
specialists. Although recent work on detecting and segmenting especially difﬁcult organs
and anomalies have made good progress,3,6 for general population preventive screening,
extremely generalizable deep learning methods, possibly trained on massive datasets,
require further investigation.
Future Directions in Deep Precision Imaging Medicine: Compared to preventative medical imaging,
precision imaging has not been as well studied. Historically, quantitative imaging has faced roadblocks
due to insufﬁciencies of prevailing machine learning technologies and a lack of buy-in from clinical
partners in running the clinical trials and/or opening up the data archives needed to discover,
characterize, and validate quantitative biomarkers. However, with the increasing capabilities of deep
learning and prominent policy-level pushes for precision medicine, we see tremendous opportunity.
New pain points: Efforts should focus on computing precision imaging biomarkers at hospital scale,
bringing forth analyses that physicians desire but are out of reach of human capabilities alone. These
should focus on markers for prominent morbidities, especially cancer, but they should also provide
tools that allow entirely new types of retrospective analyses for biomarker discovery. A key capability
that requires further development is how to train deep learning systems on existing data sources, such
as hospital archives, that are very large scale, but also messy and unstructured.
1.

2.

3.

A common prerequisite of precision medicine is accurate and robust segmentation of
anatomical structures from medical scans, i.e., classifying every pixel or voxel into a
semantic meaning. Due to their superior performance, deep CNN-based segmentation
methods1,3,6 are now predominant. The value of using segmentation techniques is that raw
image scans can be converted into semantic and human interpretable features, such as the
volume of the left ventricle or the shape statistics of a patient’s pancreas. These organ/
anatomy based shape, volume, and appearance statistics can be computed from 2-D/3-D/4-D
imagery, to assist both personalized diagnosis and treatment and also large population
proﬁling. An important challenge is collecting enough data for training and ensuring any
segmentation solution is generalizable to patient distributions encountered “in the wild.”
When it comes to cancer, precision tumor growth tracking and prediction are additional key
elements. Deep learning has pushed the capabilities of both forward. For instance,
physicians need scalable solutions to intelligently match, track, and provide evidence-based
similarity measurements to measure tumor growth rates from multiple time point studies of a
patient. Due to the difﬁculty in obtaining training data, recent works train deep learning
models on messy and large-scale clinical databases.7,9 An example is illustrated in Figure 1.
Continuing to leverage these large-scale data sources will be the key in further improving
tracking capabilities. A related initiative is using deep learning techniques to observe subtle
and precise longitudinal imaging changes in order to predict tumor growth rates and
patterns.10 A visual example of tumor growth prediction modeling and comparison is shown
in Figure 2. Both tasks are tackling critical and clinically useful precision imaging biomarker
problems, which cannot be done by human doctors alone due to the need to ingest “big data”
to make accurate measurements and predictions.
Last but not the least, one of the ultimate goals of the precision medicine is performing
retrospective analyses on clinical data to discover new imaging biomarkers that are
correlated with morbidity. This can be framed as disease/concept discovery and tagging,
given hospital-scale, or better yet multi-institutional, data of patient images and nonimaging
records. This will likely require modeling multimodal imaging and nonimaging patient data
on a graph conﬁguration that builds and preserves pairwise9 or higher order patient
similarities. Such a representation could provide an indexable and holistic patient data view
and repository, allowing analyses beyond plain classiﬁcation. Importantly, given the longtailed distribution of many diseases or ailments, such analyses are highly difﬁcult, if not
impossible, to perform without powerful computerized techniques, such as deep learning,
that can effectively leverage data at massive scales.
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Figure 1. Visualization of clusters of tumor types automatically discovered from an analysis of a large
scale dataset of 34 000 tumors automatically extracted from a hospital archive.9 Colors indicate the
manually labeled lesion types, which correspond well with the automatically discovered tumor types.
Best viewed in color.

Figure 2. An example of the tumor growth prediction using a deep learning system.10 (a) The
segmented (ground truth) tumor contours and volumes at different time points. (b) The prediction
results at the third time point from various automatic systems. Deep learning based tools match well
with the ground truth. Red and green represent ground truth and predicted boundaries, respectively.
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In summary, recent deep learning developments have been very impactful for medical imaging
problems and applications, even can make some important tasks (e.g., ﬁrst reader triage) from
impossible via nondeep principles to reach possibly a clinical relevance level of performance. It will be
a promising but challenging path going forward.
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A chatbot is an example of a text-based conversational
agent. While natural language understanding and
machine learning techniques have advanced rapidly,
current fully automated chatbots still struggle to serve their
users well. Human intelligence, brought by crowd workers,
freelancers, or even full-time employees can be embodied
in the chatbot logic to ﬁll the gaps caused by limitations of

fully automated solutions. In this paper, we investigate human-aided bots, i.e., bots (including
chatbots) using humans in the loop to operate. We survey industrial and academic examples
of human-aided bots, discuss their differences and common patterns, and identify open
research questions.

The idea of having a conversation with a machine similar to how we converse with a human is not
new. In science ﬁction books and movies, various robots, such as the C-3PO humanoid robot from
“Star Wars,” and automated personal assistants, such as HAL from “2001: A Space Odyssey,” helped
heroes in their life and to manage their work duties. The ﬁrst conversational agents to follow this idea
already appeared in the 1960s.1 Then, it was very hard to program such systems even for a narrow
domain; a lot of complex rules were explicitly programmed, as there was no way to quickly and
reliably parse user requests to understand what the user wanted. The signiﬁcant improvements in
parallel processing hardware and natural language understanding using deep neural networks2 made
it easier now to implement such conversational agents. A new market emerged, and major companies
compete with their technologies for the leader position.
Messaging applications such as Facebook Messenger and Telegram are widely used by millions of
people to interact with friends, colleagues, and companies.3 Because of the high popularity of such
tools, their users are very familiar with their minimalistic interfaces and functionality. Seeking the
opportunities brought by modern conversational agents, these messaging applications have started
supporting the creation of text-based conversational agents called chatbots, mimicking a conversation
with a real human. Companies express commercial interest in such chatbots and already use them in
application domains spanning from customer support (e.g., handling returns and replacements at a
retail store [https://www.facebook.com/Customer-Support-Bot-1857341381220252/]) to sales (e.g.,
helping to ﬁnd and purchase airﬂight tickets [https://www.facebook.com/TransaviaFlightSearch/]), and
team productivity (e.g., organizing SCRUM stand-up meetings in Slack [https://standuply.com/]).
Chatbots implemented using automated techniques, such as rule-based or machine learning
algorithms, are still far from being perfect, struggling to serve well user requests and to carry on a
meaningful conversation. These issues are especially evident in open conversation domains.4 In this
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paper, we discuss how human intelligence could be used to address the limitations of fully automated
solutions. We discuss different components of the chatbot architecture; we introduce the concept of
human-aided bot, a chatbot system where at least one architecture component employs human
intelligence; we introduce a reference framework to discuss human-aided bots and use it to compare
existing examples introduced by academia and industry. In this comparison, we consider chatbots
where humans intervene during runtime, and we do not include chatbots which are only pre-trained on
human-generated data. We end this paper with a list of open research questions, aiming to guide and
inspire research and industrial communities to take their next actions.

CHATBOT
In Figure 1, we show chatbot architecture components that have been previously introduced.5 After a
chatbot receives a request from a user (e.g., “What is the weather in San Francisco”), the language
understanding (LU) component parses it to infer the user’s intention and the associated information
(e.g., intent: “check weather,” entities: [location: “San Francisco”]). When the request is understood,
action execution and information retrieval (AEIR) takes place, so that the chatbot performs the
requested actions or retrieves the information of interest from its data sources (DS, e.g., gets API
response from openweathermap.org for San Francisco). Upon retrieval, the response generation (RG)
component prepares a response to the user (e.g., “It is þ23 C and sunny in San Francisco now.”). A
dialogue management component is in place to keep and update the context of a conversation (e.g., the
current intent, identiﬁed entities, or missing entities required to fulﬁll user requests), to request missing
information (e.g., the chatbot asks “For which city would you like the weather forecast?”), to process
clariﬁcations by users (e.g., the user replies “What about tomorrow?”), and to ask follow-up questions
(e.g., the chatbot replies “Would you like as well a forecast for a week?”).

Limitations of Chatbots
Each component in Figure 1 is usually implemented using rule-based algorithms or machine-learning
models trained with datasets. Unfortunately, such automated approaches are still ineffective in a
variety of real-world scenarios leading to a poor performance with:






LU – the interpretation of user requests, due to limited (in size or diversity) training data;6
DM – the generation of clariﬁcation requests for missing information, due to limitations in
dialogue structure programmin;4
AEIR/DS – the retrieval of the requested information—or the execution of the requested
action—due to incomplete support for user intents, thus causing the chatbot to fall back
to traditional information retrieval techniques (e.g., using search engine7) providing users
with documents, rather than facts;
RG – the presentation of the information to the user in a satisfactory fashion—or the
generation of inappropriate responses—due to limitations in response templates,
question-answer mapping, response synthesis techniques, or associated training data.8

Figure 1. Chatbot architecture.
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Intuitively, all the issues above could be easily overcome by a human being proﬁcient with the
language used in the conversation and having access to the Web. The computational paradigm that
advocates the use of human processing power to solve problems that computers cannot yet solve is
called human computation.9

Human Computation in Chatbots
We refer to chatbots which utilize human computation in at least one component from Figure 1 as
human-aided bots. Human computation, compared to rule-based algorithms and machine learning,
provides more ﬂexibility and robustness as humans can adapt and perform well even when input or
instructions themselves change. Still, humans cannot process a given piece of information as fast as
a machine, which makes it hard to scale to more user requests.
Human computation is a powerful approach helping to address the challenges of automated
approaches. However, in the context of chatbots human computation introduces two extra challenges:
real-time support—to make sure that users get responses in a reasonable time, and scalability—to
make sure that even when the number of chatbot users grows, the costs grow only gradually. Below
we review several existing human-aided bots, discussing how they combine automated and human
computation approaches to serve their users and how they address real-time and scalability challenges.

ANALYSIS OF HUMAN-AIDED BOTS
In our survey, we do not intend to explicitly cover all available human-aided bots (which it is not
possible to do in such a publication format). Instead, we target a diversity of solutions and select
academic and industrial examples serving different purposes in different domains.
We review 11 human-aided bots in Table 1 using nine dimensions: one describing their purpose and
the domain where they function; ﬁve dimensions to discuss the implementation of each chatbot
component; and three dimensions reﬂecting the way humans are involved: the source of human
workers, how (if any) real-time response is supported, and how scalable the human aid is. We colorcode chatbot architecture components reﬂecting the balance of human computation (red) versus
automated (blue) approaches used. To make sure our understanding of selected human-aided bots
matches the reality we contacted the authors of academic examples and representatives of companies
behind industrial examples to get their feedback.

Purpose and Domain
We distinguish the following purposes that chatbots serve: informational (Chorus, Guardian, CRQA,
Insurify, SnapTravel, AskWiz, Facebook M), where users obtain information, such as train timetables;
transactional (Guardian, InstructableCrowd, Legion:Mobile, Calendar.help, Nurtz, Insurify,
SnapTravel, Facebook M), where users change the status of another system, e.g., to purchase a train
ticket; conversational (Chorus), where users interact with the chatbot for the sake of the conversation
itself, such as discussing that trains are late sometimes. Some human-aided bots serve multiple
purposes (e.g., Guardian is informational and transactional). We split the domains in which humanaided bots operate as: generic (Chorus, Facebook M), i.e., chatbots are ready to answer nearly any
user request; cross-domain (Guardian, CRQA, AskWiz), i.e., chatbots operate in multiple domains;
domain-speciﬁc (InstuctableCrowd, Legion: Mobile, Calendar.help, Nurtz, Insurify, SnapTravel),
i.e., chatbots operate in a narrow domain.

Chatbot Architecture
Most systems rely on human workers at least in some way to understand user requests. While Chorus,
InstructableCrowd, and Legion: Mobile rely solely on human workers for language understanding, no
system does natural understanding of all user requests completely automatically. AskWiz dynamically
dispatches user requests such that their tech support agents are involved only when the automated
system fails.
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Table 1. Academic and industrial examples of human-aided bots.

The way dialogue management is implemented is very similar to language understanding. In academic
systems, dialogue management is handled primarily by human workers, while in industrial systems
there is usually some predeﬁned dialogue pattern around which conversations are conducted. Two
systems (CRQA, Nurtz) do not have any dialogue management support as they focus on atomic
request/response interactions.
Chorus, Legion: Mobile, Nurtz, and AskWiz leave AEIR completely up to human workers. More
machine-oriented systems perform the following actions: executing an API call (Guardian), executing
an Android OS command (InstructableCrowd), scheduling an event in a calendar (Calendar.help),
purchasing an insurance plan (Insurify), and booking a hotel (SnapTravel). Systems relying on humans
support controlling a user’s smartphone via a remote desktop (Legion: Mobile), and proofreading texts
(Nurtz). Some systems rely on both machines and humans, such as retrieving answers from websearch and creating new answers with the help of human workers (CRQA), and supporting a wide
range of actions (Facebook M) from automatically calling an Uber car to having a human worker to
contact Amazon customer support.
Apart from Nurtz, which simply sends to users an edited text with no comments, all other systems
rely on humans to generate responses to their users. Academic prototypes Chorus, Guardian,
InstrictableCrowd, and Legion: Mobile work such that responses to users are primarily generated
by human workers. Other systems rely ﬁrst on automated ways to generate responses and
occasionally on human workers. CRQA ranks answers to pick the one to give using a pretrained
ranking model with workers’ feedback. Human workers can directly write to the chatbot user
(e.g., AskWiz), otherwise, they vote for the response to be sent to the user (e.g., Chorus, CRQA),
and in some cases, human workers generate only some responses while others are generated
automatically (e.g., Calendar.help).
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Three examples (InstructableCrowd, Legion: Mobile, Nurtz) do not have any external data sources. In some
systems, the external data sources are completely up to human workers (e.g., Chorus, CRQA, AskWiz).
Some systems rely on third-party services to extract information for the user (such as Web APIs in Guardian,
various Q/A websites in CRQA, quotes of insurance companies in Insurify, offers of supported travel
agencies and hotel companies in SnapTravel). Others rely on third-party services to extract information
about the user (e.g., user calendar in Calendar.help). Not much information is available about Facebook M,
but most likely it works as well based on a variety of third-party APIs and data sources.

Human Computation
All academic examples rely on crowdsourcing platforms as a source of human intelligence: Calendar.
help is based on a proprietary crowdsourcing platform and others are based on Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTURK). Industrial bots work with remote freelancers (Nurtz, Insurify, AskWiz) and full-time
employees (SnapTravel, Facebook M).
Half of all systems ensure real-time responses by keeping workers waiting for tasks to come, as a
retainment pool10 in academic examples, and employees working in shifts in industrial ones. Some
chatbots using crowdsourcing platforms simply post redundant requests to attract more workers (as a
single task expecting multiple workers to perform it, or as multiple identical tasks) increasing the
probability of getting fast responses. Information about how other industrial examples address latency
is not publicly available.
The examples relying on crowdsourcing platforms can scale up to the limit of the number of workers
(which might be hundreds or thousands) available at the platform at any given moment. Calendar.help
has multiple tiers, escalating requests from automated algorithms (e.g., predictions using machine
learning algorithms) to human micro-tasks (e.g., structured tasks, to identify meeting time or
location) and later to human macro-tasks (e.g., a generic task where a worker needs to make a
decision on how to process a given email). Platforms relying on remote agents (e.g., freelancers)
scale up by hiring more agents. For downscaling, nothing is needed as human workers only get
rewards for their completed tasks. Platforms relying on full-time employees (e.g., such as
employees in a call center) need to hire more workers to scale up and lay off or repurpose
employees in case of downscale.

DISCUSSION
Below we provide a high-level discussion of the ﬁeld of human-aided bots, following the same
framework we used in the analysis.

Purpose and Domain
Most bots serve informational or transactional purposes. The fact that the single conversational bot
Chorus is completely human-based suggests that automated solutions are not yet able to support
conversations in the open domain. Having reliability as a priority, most industrial bots operate only in
a speciﬁc domain.

Chatbot Architecture
The color-coding suggests that academic prototypes heavily rely on the crowd as they are not designed
to be used by millions of users: it would cause too many requests to human workers leading to extreme
costs. Industrial examples try to manage the costs by relying in the ﬁrst place on pattern matching and
machine learning and escalating to human workers only when automated approaches fail. The single
industrial system which relies more on human workers is AskWiz; still, there it is part of the business
model, as every request to their human tech experts is expected to be paid for by users. CRQA is a
single example where humans and automated approaches work shoulder to shoulder, without either
approach predominating.
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Human Computation
The source of human workers seems, in general, to correlate with the maturity of the system using it,
therefore MTURK is the choice of academic prototypes, freelancers are the choice of startups, and fulltime employees is the choice of more established companies such as Facebook. The primary reasons
are quality and privacy concerns, since companies as Facebook and Microsoft cannot tolerate poor
human inputs in their pipeline. To address this issue, Microsoft relies on proven crowd-workers with
whom nondisclosure agreements are signed, and Facebook on full-time employees.
The common approach to ensure real-time responses from human workers is by keeping some workers
waiting for tasks to come, which is implemented using a retainment model or scheduled shifts.
Redundancy used by Chorus and InstructableCrowd increases the that someone selects the task
quickly, but does not ensure it. It is not yet clear how real-time can be ensured with big spikes of
request numbers, which is relevant to the issue of scalability in general.
Examples using crowdsourcing platforms seem to scale easily on demand up to a certain limit,
examples relying on freelancers scale with some delay caused by ﬁnding and recruiting new agents,
and the examples relying on full-time employees are the ones struggling to scale the most. Which is
one of the reasons Facebook M is currently available only to users in California.

Open Research Questions
We have reviewed and discussed several human-aided bots and now examine the following challenges
which are still open for future scientiﬁc investigation.

Purpose and Domain





Human computation quality control. Different human computation quality control strategies
could be used for chatbots serving different purposes. The current state of the art addresses
the collection and veriﬁcation of information, tasks that are pertinent to informational
chatbots. Instead, more research is required to understand how to assess human work in
conversational (e.g., to assure quality in a conversation on a sensitive topic) and
transactional chatbots (e.g., to assure quality in the task: “call the number and book a
table”).
Chatbot quality metrics. Existing chatbot quality metrics focus on measuring how humanlike the chatbot is 11. As there are informational and transactional types of chatbots, there is
the need for metrics that also account for the quality of the service delivered by the chatbot.
Chatbots learning new skills. Existing informational and transactional chatbots are built with
ﬁxed functionality, which it is possible to extend only with coding intervention.
Understanding how to design chatbots able to learn and organize new skills during run-time,
could make such chatbots much more powerful and therefore useful. The learning process
could be carried in a form of a conversation (with chatbot users or domain experts),
micro-tasks (completed by human workers), or even done completely automatically.

Chatbot Architecture




Automation versus human labor. While there are examples of systems with diverse
combinations of automated and human work, it is a topic for future investigation how
various combinations affect the performance of a human-aided bot and what could be
an optimal balance for various domains. In the long term, human involvement is
expected to decrease, as automated systems improve in their performance and
adaptability.
Active Learning from the crowd. Machine learning models for chatbots are trained during
design time. Chatbots can learn proactively, assessing gaps in the training data (using
certainty- based, committee-based, or other techniques12) and periodically requesting more
training data from the crowd, so that the chatbot can serve more user requests automatically
in the ﬁrst place.
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Human Computation




Scalability and real-time. Human-aided bots already serve thousands of users (e.g.,
Facebook M in California). To be able to serve millions of users, the following challenges
should be addressed: to ensure that with the growth of the number of chatbot users the costs
associated with human computation grow only gradually; to ensure near real-time execution
of human tasks, even having a big demand of tasks and a moderate supply of workers.
Privacy. Users interacting with human-aided bots often need to share their personal
information (potentially also sensitive), which later could be shared with human workers,
including those familiar with the user (e.g., a manager asking a chatbot about the best way to
ﬁre an employee, and her actual employee happened to be a part-time chatbot human worker
who was assigned to answer this request). The topic of privacy is only marginally addressed
in the human computation literature, and methods need to be designed and developed to
address these discussed privacy concerns.

Addressing these challenges will help to signiﬁcantly advance the current state of the art in humanaided bots and bring all us closer to the dream of having meaningful and productive interactions with
chatbots.
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DEPARTMENT: SMART HOMES
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Academics and researchers have been developing smart
home technologies for about 50 years, but for a long time
Jeannie Albrecht;
the work was experimental at best—large numbers of peojeannie@cs.williams.edu
ple were not incorporating the technologies into their own
homes. One of the biggest hurdles to the widespread adoption of smart home technologies was making devices work together. Several different networking protocols were used for communication, and the configuration was challenging. In 1999,
Kevin Ashton introduced the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT), and one of the most exciting developments that grew from this was home automation technologies.1 By connecting devices to the Internet, it became more tractable to integrate smart home technologies into real homes.
At the same time, sensors and gadgets themselves have been improving at a rapid rate. For example, technologies that use voice as a computing interface are gaining significant traction, and
as the accuracy of voice recognition approaches 99 percent, experts predict that people will rely
on them even more.2
As smart home devices continue to improve and more people adopt them, it is also becoming
easier to study how people live with these technologies. In this article, we highlight recent research on the experiences of people living in smart homes: we provide overviews of several papers
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SMART HOMES AND ENERGY IMPLICATIONS
In their CHI 2018 paper “Designing the Desirable Smart Home: A Study of Household Experiences and Energy Consumption Impacts,” Rikke Hagensby Jensen, Yolande Strengers, Jesper
Kjeldskov, Larissa Nicholls, and Mikael B. Skov from Aalborg University and RMIT University
investigated how user desire influences energy consumption.3 Most prior work on smart homes
in the context of human–computer interaction (HCI) has focused on interactive designs to engage
people to reflect on their energy consumption, and on smart energy technologies that make the
transition to sustainable practices effortless and convenient. Unfortunately, the long-term implications of these efforts are limited. The authors argued that HCI designers should analyze their
designs more holistically before making energy-saving claims.
To this end, the authors conducted a qualitative study of 23 households with smart home devices
to create a typology of 10 desired characteristics for smart homes and their energy implications.
They structured these characteristics into three smart home personas: the helper, which captures
desires related to the smart home’s functional purpose, the optimizer, which captures characteristics related to desired outcomes for the smart home, and the hedonist, which captures pleasureseeking experiences within the smart home. Each of these personas has energy implications that
impact overall sustainability. For example, the helper persona requires the introduction of new
“helpful” energy-consuming devices that are always on. The optimizer persona requires devices
that help automate smart home actions and provide energy feedback to occupants. The hedonist
requires “fun and cool” energy-consuming devices that create unique and beautiful living spaces.
The authors found that the different desires embedded in smart homes both complement and
contradict one another, highlighting a design paradox. Smart home technologies can actually
undermine the desire to live sustainably.

SMART HOMES AND SPEECH INTERACTION
While in the past controlling a smart home typically involved remotes, switches, touch-panel
controls, or other physical interactions, new devices with far-field microphones now enable
speech control. After setup, voice-controlled speaker devices such as the Amazon Echo, Google
Home, Cortana Invoke, and Apple Homepod make smart home control as simple as saying, “turn
off the lights.” Researchers have begun to study in more depth how people interact using speech
in their homes. In their CHI 2018 paper “Accessibility Came by Accident: Use of VoiceControlled Intelligent Personal Assistants by People with Disabilities,” Alisha Pradhan and
Kanika Mehta from the University of Maryland and Leah Findlater from the University of Washington examined how people with disabilities are using the Amazon Echo in their homes.4 By
conducting a content analysis of 346 Amazon Echo reviews and then 16 interviews of users with
visual impairments, the authors explored how the devices are being used and opportunities for
future work.
In their content analysis, the authors found 52 of the reviews (15 percent) mentioned using home
automation, most often describing the value for a user that had motor impairments. The reviews
highlighted ease of use and an improvement in independence. Lights were the most common
devices mentioned; other devices included smart outlets, thermostats, switches, televisions, security systems, or door locks. For example, a user with ALS was able to blink lights to get attention, while another person was able to control important health equipment and an air conditioner
without getting up.
Of the 16 people with visual impairments interviewed, only four currently had home automation
devices, but the authors found that all participants wanted automation. However, several were
renters, and others cited cost as a barrier. Lights and the thermostat were the most commonly
desired smart appliances. One participant had found her oxygen compressors could not be paired
with a smart switch, highlighting the value of enabling a wider range of appliances to interface
with smart home controls. The authors summarized their findings by pointing to the potential of
voice control of smart home appliances to address accessibility issues, and to give users a sense
of independence and freedom.
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Figure 1. External (left) and internal (right) view of the Conditional Voice Recorder, showing the
Raspberry Pi and conference microphone. Photo courtesy of Martin Porcheron.
A second paper from CHI 2018 that also looked at the use of Amazon Echo in homes follows in
a long tradition of researchers building and installing additional smart technology to study behavior in-situ. In “Voice Interfaces in Everyday Life,” Martin Porcheron, Joel Fischer, Stuart
Reeves, and Sarah Sharples from the University of Nottingham closely examined how families
engage with voice-controlled speaker devices.5 They built a separate Conditional Voice Recorder
(CVR) device to sit next to the Echo (see Figure 1). The CVR was always listening, unless
turned off. When the wake word “Alexa” was heard, the CVR saved the prior and following
minute of audio, allowing researchers to study what happened right before and during the conversations with the assistant.
The CVR consisted of a Raspberry Pi, a USB-connected conference microphone, LEDs to indicate listening and recording, a button to switch on/off listening, and software that extended open
source voice-detection libraries. The components were contained in a box with holes for the
LEDs, button, and cables (mains power to the Pi, and USB cable to the microphone); the microphone was attached to the lid. This allowed the researchers to easily deploy the CVR by just
plugging it into the power—the device required no Internet connection, and the software was
configured to start automatically.
By recording a combined total of six hours of verbal exchanges with the assistant from five
houses, the authors observed how the Echo became embedded in the life of the home, both in the
manner in which people changed how they interacted to reduce background noise and in how
they improved the chance of a successful interaction by taking turns in a family situation to address the Echo.
At the end of the paper, the authors reflected on future implications of their work. They started
by rejecting the notion that voice user interface (VUI) devices are conversational in nature. Since
VUI devices are unable to fully understand the situated meaning of conversation, the responses
from the devices do not always coherently follow the input. The authors felt a more realistic goal
for VUIs is to develop a request/response design rather than a conversation design. They also
suggested VUI responses should provide users with resources that can support and encourage
further interaction with the device.

SMART HOMES AND END-USER PROGRAMMING
A long-standing challenge for people living in smart homes is how to configure and interact with
the technology. The two papers presented here are from a recent collection on end-user design
for the IoT, appearing as a special issue of TOCHI. These stand in a five-year tradition of making
smart homes easier to engage with and more accessible.6,7
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Corina Sas of Lancaster University and Carman Neustaedter of Simon Fraser University explored 18 smart home inhabitants’ experiences with an open source, DIY domestic energy monitor.8 They engaged with two unique sets of households: half the participants were from a local
green community, and the other half were recruited from the online community that worked to
develop the DIY monitor. They found that the DIY monitor allowed unfettered exploration of
home energy data with the ability to incorporate new, networked sensors, and were quite highly
valued by the inhabitants when compared to off-the-shelf energy monitors. Similar to prior work
on DIY and maker communities, this tied back to the open-ended extensibility of the DIY device, underscoring DIY smart home devices’ potential for continued transparency of operation
and functionality, connectability, engagement, and heirloom status.
Working with 18 different smart home inhabitants, Julia Brich, Marcel Walch, Michael Rietzler,
Michael Weber, and Florian Schaub from Ulm University explored the applicability of rulebased versus process-oriented framings of home automation goals or tasks.9 Rule-based approaches typically have simple conditional clauses wherein an actuator or message is triggered
based on one or more sensor inputs, often termed “if-this-then-that.” Process-oriented approaches acknowledge that input and output events can have looser temporal couplings, and that household routines are often best thought of as a longer sequence of events, extending well past if-thisthen-that. For each household, the researchers conducted a brief home tour followed by thinkaloud tasks and interviews based around process-oriented and rule-based “notation kits” (paper
prototyping). Findings included a survey of different devices, and the way that the households
would envision automating them—and strong opinions about which devices should not be automated. Participants leaned toward comfort and home control applications, and generally found
rule-based approaches good for simple tasks but limiting otherwise, and process-oriented framings more complex but extensible. They also found that participants who used the rule-based
notation tended to intuitively incorporate process-oriented elements when specifying them on
paper, such as modeling temporal and hierarchical dependencies among if-this-then-that rules,
suggesting a need for richer support in expressing contextual rule triggers.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we highlighted recent published work from CHI 2018 and TOCHI to gain a better
understanding of how people live in smart homes. To this end we summarized projects related to
how occupants of smart homes engage with technologies via speech interaction, as well as projects that examined customization of smart environments via end-user programming techniques.
Voice-related technologies and end-user development capabilities are rapidly evolving, and we
expect to continue to see significant advancements in smart homes in these contexts moving
forward. In addition, we recounted work related to the energy implications of smart homes, with
an emphasis on how inhabitants engage with their smart homes to better understand energy consumption. One of the most cited motivating reasons for building smart homes is to reduce energy
usage, so we also expect future developments in this space. In our next column, we will take a
closer look at issues related to energy consumption as we highlight common themes and interesting projects involving smart homes from the ACM e-Energy conference.
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We developed a set of 17 usability heuristics for
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three popular devices shows that these heuristics can

speech-based smart devices. An expert evaluation of
be used to uncover existing usability problems as well
as help design new interfaces.

A recent empirical study showed that in both English and Mandarin, speaking is almost three
times faster than typing a short message.1 Thanks to recent breakthroughs in speech and language technologies, speech user interfaces (SUIs) have improved rapidly, and voice-enabled devices are now common. Baidu’s Deep Speech 2 system, for example, can recognize spoken
words with human-level accuracy.2
Nevertheless, designing good SUIs remains challenging.3 The state of an SUI is often opaque to
users, leading to more user errors compared to graphical user interfaces (GUIs).4 Unfortunately,
simply transforming GUIs into speech interfaces does not work well.5 Although researchers have
been working on SUI technology for three decades, much useful knowledge is in older papers
and not easily accessible to designers. Moreover, the knowledge has not been updated to reflect
recent improvements in speech-recognition accuracy. Consequently, those new to SUI design
often feel lost.6
To help address these issues, we developed a new set of heuristics for designing and evaluating
speech-based smart devices. To validate and improve these heuristics, we had a group of usability experts—half of whom specialized in SUIs—use them to empirically evaluate three state-ofthe-art devices.

RELATED WORK
In the early 1990s, Jakob Nielsen developed a set of 10 usability heuristics for evaluating UIs
(www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics). Although these heuristics are most often
applied to GUIs, he and his colleagues also used them to evaluate a telephone voice-response
system.7 However, the user input and system output options for the system were quite limited.
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Researchers have developed several SUI guidelines and best practices over the past 20 years.
In 1996, Alexander Rudnicky created 7 guidelines for SUIs integrated with visual applications.4
However, today’s devices are speech-first or even speech-only, and speech technologies have
improved dramatically. The guidelines need to be updated to be used for today’s smart devices.
In 2001, Laila Dybkjær and Niels Ole Bernsen created a usability testing guide for spoken-language dialogue systems.8 However, we believe heuristic evaluation is more efficient than usability testing, especially since there are no good standards for SUI design yet. The heuristics can
also be used for designing new systems.
In 2003, Bernhard Suhm created a database of SUI design problems and solutions to generate
guidelines for telephone dialog system design.3 He suggested using these guidelines for heuristic
evaluation but did not validate the guidelines. Furthermore, unlike telephone systems, many of
today’s smart devices are not speech-only but also have a physical form with which users can
interact, enabling a richer experience. There are likely different design problems due to these
characteristics.
In their 2007 book Wired for Speech, Clifford Nass and Scott Brave presented valuable theoretical insights from years of research, many of which we incorporated into our new heuristics.9
More recently, Cathy Pearl shared lessons from her career designing SUIs for mobile devices
and interactive voice-response systems in Designing Voice User Interfaces.10 Most of this
knowledge is still applicable to today’s smart devices, though it is hard to distill a set of manageable guidelines from her book.
In 2017, Google (https://developers.google.com/actions/design) and Amazon (https://developer.amazon.com/designing-for-voice) have each published a set of design guidelines for their
own smart devices. However, to our knowledge there are no empirical evaluations of these
guidelines.
In sum, no general guidelines have been developed specifically for evaluating state-of-the-art
speech-based smart devices, nor have any empirical studies been done on these devices’ usability. We believe both are critical for the research community to better understand existing problems and try to remedy them.

NEW SUI HEURISTICS
In adapting heuristic evaluation to SUIs, some researchers have modified Nielsen’s 10 heuristics
to be more applicable to the new interface style while others have extended them by adding SUIspecific heuristics. Drawing on the related work described above, we compiled a set of 17 new
heuristics grouped into 5 categories: general (S1–S5); conversational style (S6–S8); guiding,
teaching, and offering help (S9–S10); feedback and prompts (S11–S14); and errors (S15–S17).
The heuristics are as follows:
S1: Give the agent a persona through language, sounds, and other styles.
S2: Make the system status clear.
S3: Speak the user’s language.
S4: Start and stop conversations.
S5: Pay attention to what the user said and respect the user’s context.
S6: Use spoken language characteristics.
S7: Make conversation a back-and-forth exchange.
S8: Adapt agent style to who users are, how they speak, and how they are feeling.
S9: Guide users through a conversation so they are not easily lost.
S10: Use responses to help users discover what is possible.
S11: Keep feedback and prompts short.
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S12: Confirm input intelligently.
S13: Use speech-recognition system confidence to drive feedback style.
S14: Use multimodal feedback when available.
S15: Avoid cascading correction errors.
S16: Use normal language in communicating errors.
S17: Allow users to exit from errors or a mistaken conversation.
The list of heuristics along with detailed descriptions and examples can be found at
http://hci.stanford.edu/publications/2018/speech-he/sui-heuristics.html.

EVALUATING THE NEW HEURISTICS
To validate and improve our heuristics, we had usability experts use them to empirically evaluate
three state-of-the-art speech-based smart devices: Google Home, Amazon Echo, and Apple Siri
(see Figure 1). Nielsen recommends using a minimum of 3–5 evaluators to identify most UI
problems.11 We felt that 8 evaluators should find most of the interface problems in the devices
and could use the union of these problems as ground truth. Half of the participants in our study
had an average of 11–20 years in SUI design; the rest were nonspeech usability experts, with an
average of 11–20 years’ experience, and each had completed more than 10 heuristic evaluations.
Most of the evaluators were native American English speakers; one speech expert and one nonspeech expert were nonnative speakers. Seven of the evaluators were female. Only one of the
participants did not currently use Apple Siri. Most of the speech experts owned at least one of
the other two devices, which they used daily. Some of the nonspeech experts had tried but did
not own an Amazon Echo. Each evaluation took 2.5–4 hours, and the evaluators received $100–
$150 per hour as compensation based on their normal consulting rates. All 8 sessions were performed in a quiet meeting room at Baidu Research’s office in Sunnyvale, California, to minimize
noise and other distractions.

Figure 1. The three speech-based smart devices evaluated in our study: Google Home (left),
Amazon Echo (middle), and Apple Siri (an iPad face down, right).
After a brief introduction, we presented the new heuristics to the evaluators, who were given
time to read them and ask any questions. Next, we asked the evaluators to complete a set of 10
tasks on all three devices. They evaluated all 10 tasks in order on a single device at a time.
Learning effects were eliminated by counterbalancing the order for evaluating the devices. All
devices were reset after each session to ensure no language was learned from the prior interactions. Compiled from several market research reports, the tasks were the 10 most frequent reallife use cases for smart speakers: general questions, music, weather, local business, shopping,
radio/news, messaging, calendar, to-do/reminders, and timers/alarms. As the devices have different functionality, not all 10 tasks are supported by each device. The evaluators rated each task on
a scale of 1 (very difficult) to 7 (very easy). After completing each task, the evaluators documented the usability problems they found, along with the heuristic violated by each problem and
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a severity rating. Severity was recorded using Nielsen’s scale: 1—cosmetic problem, 2—minor
problem, 3—major problem, and 4—usability catastrophe. After evaluating each device, the participants filled out a standard Subjective Usability Scale (SUS).12 They then proceeded to the
next device and repeated the procedure. Finally, we conducted a follow-up interview with the
evaluators about their overall experience with the three devices and, more importantly, how the
heuristics might be improved.

EVALUATION RESULTS
The evaluators initially found 388 problems. We analyzed their problem descriptions to identify
identical ones—we considered problems that had similar descriptions and the same violated heuristic as the same problem. Some evaluators occasionally listed several heuristics for a single
problem. In these cases, we chose the heuristic we judged to be closest to the problem description. After this process, we were left with 279 unique problems. We averaged the severity ratings
for each problem. We considered problems with severity ratings equal to or greater than 2.5 as
high severity-problems.

Problems Found
Table 1 shows the average difficulty level of each task on each device as rated by the evaluators.
We report this for context only—our goal was not to compare the usability of the devices, which
are designed to support different tasks.
Table 1. Average difficulty level of each task, from 1 (very difficult) to 7 (very easy).
Task

Google Home

Amazon Echo

Apple Siri

1. General Questions

3.5

2.9

3.0

2. Music

3.1

2.1

2.4

3. Weather

5.8

6.1

5.4

4. Local Business

5.3

4.1

4.4

5. Shopping

3.9

3.5

2.6

6. Radio/News

5.0

4.8

3.1

7. Messaging

2.0*

4.9

5.1

8. Calendar

5.0

6.3

5.1

9. To-Do/reminders

2.8*

5.6

5.0

10. Timers/alarms

5.0

5.6

4.4

*Task not explicitly supported by the device.

Figure 2 summarizes the number of high-severity and low-severity problems found by speech
and nonspeech experts for each device. The total number of problems found for Google Home
and Amazon Echo were similar—84 and 83, respectively. The evaluators found 33 percent more
problems (112) with Apple Siri.
The four speech experts found 70 percent of the total number of problems, which is significantly
higher than the 45 percent of problems found by the four nonspeech experts: t(18) = 4.152, p
<.001. Surprisingly, only 15 percent of the problems were found by more than one evaluator; the
overlapping percentage of problems found on Google Home was especially small (7 percent).
There was greater overlap finding problems among nonspeech experts (28.4 percentage) than
among speech experts (9.4 percent).
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Figure 2. High-severity and low-severity problems found by speech experts and nonspeech experts
on each device.
The evaluators found 141 high-severity problems, which is 50 percent of all the problems. The
speech experts found 77 percent of these high-severity problems and the nonspeech experts
found 40 percent, the same pattern observed in the entire set of problems. However, speech experts found even more of the high-severity problems with Google Home (83 percent) than nonspeech experts (28 percent).
Statistically, the number of total problems and the number of high-severity problems found by
speech experts were both significantly higher than those found by nonspeech experts: t(30) =
4.478, p < .001, and t(30) = 4.074, p < .001, respectively. Apple Siri had significantly more highseverity problems than both Google Home and Amazon Echo: F(2) = 3.133, p1 < .05, p2 < .05.
We considered all the problems found by all of the evaluators as an estimate of the ground truth
for the total number of problems existing in each SUI. Using the accumulated data, Figure 3
shows that 3 evaluators found 70 percent of the problems and 5 evaluators found 85 percent of
the problems, which aligns with Jakob Nielsen and Thomas Landauer’s mathematical model of
the finding of usability problems.13

Figure 3. Average proportion of problems found as a function of the number of evaluators by all
evaluators, speech experts, and nonspeech experts.
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Heuristics Used
The evaluators used all 17 heuristics, with 2 heuristics, S5 and S12, accounting for over 26 percent and 5 heuristics accounting for less than 11 percent of the total problems found (see Figure
4). S5 accounted for most high-severity problems (18 percent), with S9 the second most common
in that category (10.6 percent).

Figure 4. Number of all problems and high-severity problems identified using each heuristic.
S5, S12, S9, and S1 were the 4 heuristics most frequently used to find both all problems and
high-severity problems. S7 was also frequently used to identify all problems, but not high-severity problems. S17 was only used twice to find all problems. S8, S13, S14, and S15 were each
used to identify less than 3 percent of problems. Interestingly, S16 was used to find 5.4 percent
of all problems but only 1.4 percent of high-severity problems. In general, the heuristic violations seem well-distributed.

Figure 5. Number of problems found using each heuristic in Google Home, Amazon Echo, and
Apple Siri.
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Figure 5 shows the number of problems found using each heuristic for the three devices. S1, S5,
S7, S11, S12, and S16 were used to find more than 5 problems in Google Home. A similar set
were used to find more than 5 problems in Amazon Echo: S5, S7, S9, S11, and S12. A more diverse set of heuristics—S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S9, and S12—was used to find more than 5
problems on Apple Siri. The evaluators found more problems with Apple Siri, which is different
from the others in being screen-based.

Key Problems
We performed a frequency analysis of the 279 unique problems to group together the common
types of problems that violated the most frequently used heuristics. We describe and explain
these in more detail below.

S5: Pay Attention to What the User Said and Respect the User’s
Context
In many instances, the device ignored what the user said or only got part of the user’s input. For
example, when an evaluator requested information about books by Daniel Kahneman, the Amazon Echo typically responded with, “Audible lets you experience books in a whole new way. To
try one, ask me to read The Hobbit or The Great Gatsby.” Even when the evaluator tried this
query multiple ways, the device continued promoting Audible. Annoyed that “it keeps giving me
ads,” one evaluator said she would “walk away” in real life. Amazon Echo correctly answered
this query only a couple of times. Similarly, Apple Siri responded with “These books written by
Daniel Kahneman are available on iBooks” or “Looking for books on iBooks.” When the evaluator tried to refer to iBooks, the device said, “OK, here is iBooks,” but as the iPad was face down
the evaluator was not sure if it opened the iBook or not. Only Google Home correctly responded
to this query, probably because Google is better at search. With Amazon Echo and Apple Siri,
evaluators were unsure whether the system could not do something or they did not structure the
question properly, so they kept trying.
Another problem was that the devices did not respond to follow-up questions, even in the same
conversation. For example, in response to a prompt by an evaluator, Amazon Echo and Google
Home would provide a list of restaurants. However, when the evaluator asked for the hours of
the “first restaurant,” the devices could not understand the request. Similar problems occurred
with other questions that needed clarification. The evaluator usually had to wake up the device
and restart the conversation. As one of the evaluators noted: “A lot of wake word speaking becomes tedious. In some ways, if certain queries result in follow-up questions, consider keeping
the dialog open.”
Finally, the devices did not always respect the users’ context. When asked for the weather, for
example, Google Home and Apple Siri obtained the evaluator’s current location and then responded with the local weather. Amazon Echo, however, defaulted to Seattle. When the evaluator explicitly asked for the weather in “Sunnyvale” it gave the correct answer, but when asked
the follow-up question “Will it rain on Friday?” it again told the evaluator the weather in Seattle.

S12: Confirm Input Intelligently
The devices sometimes lacked implicit confirmation. When asked to play a particular song, Apple Siri started playing the song without providing its name, leaving the evaluator unsure
whether it was the correct song. Similarly, when prompted to set a reminder, Apple Siri responded with “OK, I will remind you” without confirming that she did so and when exactly she
would execute the reminder. Likewise, Google Home assumed “2 o’clock” was “2 pm” and did
not confirm this with the evaluator.
The devices also failed to explicitly confirm some critical actions. For example, when asked to
cancel an alarm, Amazon Echo did not ask the evaluator which one and simply canceled the
alarm the evaluator had just set.
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S1: Give the Agent a Persona through Language, Sounds, and Other
Styles
Most of the persona-related problems were found by one speech expert, who had a lot of experience designing personas for smart devices. Of all three devices she wrote, “The persona is not
consistent; the inconsistencies themselves are distracting. For example, the visual light, the
prompts, and the behavior do not have adequate coherence through time in order for me to perceive a coherent personality.” The lack of persona makes it hard to distinguish the devices from
the voice alone. Most of the evaluators said it was hard to evaluate the devices’ personas because
they are generic.

S9: Guide Users through a Conversation so They Are Not Easily Lost
The devices often failed to provide user guidance. For example, Amazon Echo continually promoted Audible without giving any other cues or responses. The evaluators became confused
about what was wrong and even felt they were being ignored. Amazon Echo repeatedly replied
that “I do not have that. Would you like to hear this?” One evaluator noted that instead it should
communicate cues of what it can do—and certainly not guide the user to Audible. When Google
Home cannot support something, it responds with, for example, “Sorry, I cannot ‘send text’ yet”
or “Sorry, I cannot do that, I am still learning.” One evaluator noted that the device should instead “tell me when it will be supported, or send a message to customer support, or notify me
when it’s supported.”

S2: Make the System Status Clear
The evaluators sometimes had difficulty maintaining a conversation with a device. It was easy
for the evaluators to ignore the LED feedback, especially when they were not directly looking at
the device. There were times that Google Home and Amazon Echo cut off and stopped listening
while an evaluator was still speaking. The devices contain sounds to indicate when a conversation is starting and stopping, but these sounds are turned off by default and must be activated in
the app settings—a feature even we were unaware of until one of the evaluators requested we
turn on the sound. More importantly, these devices either do not offer a physical exit mechanism
or it is not obvious to users, as the evaluators had to speak loudly to stop the conversation or
simply wait for it to stop.
The evaluators also criticized the devices’ multimodal feedback. In the case of Apple Siri, the
GUI was unusable because we placed the iPad face down, yet Apple Siri still referred to the GUI
quite often even when it knew the device was face down. In addition, when asked about books
by Daniel Kahneman it said “OK, here are some books” without reading out the list. Likewise,
when asked for the best noodle restaurants nearby, it responded, “OK, here is a list of restaurants” without saying them. Google Home and Amazon Echo both have a companion app, and
when they cannot do something such as change a setting they will respond with something akin
to “please change your zip code/delivery address on your app.” The evaluators observed that it
would be preferable if the app automatically pulled up the required screen so that the user does
not have to search for it.

S7: Make Conversation a Back-and-Forth Exchange
Just as the devices usually cannot answer follow-up questions, they do not ask if users want to
learn more. As one evaluator noted, “After listing the noodle restaurants, it doesn’t ask if you
would like more information about those restaurants. User has to use the wake word again and
start from scratch.” This prevents the device from engaging in a real “conversation” and limits it
to being a command-based voice response system.
The evaluators also commented that the devices do not take turns well when interacting with the
user. They closed their microphone when the evaluator was still in the middle of a request and
would prematurely respond. When reading a list of items, all three seemed to ignore the user’s
request even if it was “stop.”
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S10: Use Responses to Help Users Discover What Is Possible
Similar to problems that violated heuristic S5, all three devices lack discoverability of functionality. One evaluator said of Google Home: “Let me know what is available if something like local news isn’t available. I had to use my expertise to get the news.” Several evaluators noted that
the system did not teach ways to ask for a result—the evaluators themselves had to guess and try
multiple times. It should, one evaluator said, let the user know what is possible, rather than always say something is impossible. “The inability to do something is presented as a barrier to further engagement.”

S11: Keep Feedback and Prompts Short
The evaluators noted that the devices’ responses were not always clear or succinct, making it difficult for users to listen, understand, and remember. For example, when Google Home presented
a list of books written by Daniel Kahneman, one evaluator said “it is hard to distinguish the title,
unable to tell where one book title ended and the next title began.” Also, when asked about the
weather and restaurants, both Google Home and Amazon Echo responded with multiple items
and kept reading them until the evaluator requested the device to stop: “As a user, I’d expect a
quick overview and then be prompted if I need more details. That’s not what it did.” One speech
expert noted that the system should not exceed listing three items, which aligns with a study
showing that core verbal working-memory capacity is only three chunks.14 This holds across list
lengths and types.

Subjective Responses
We used the SUS—a simple, 10-item Likert scale for evaluating subjective assessments of usability12—to evaluate the study participants’ perceived usability of all three devices. The average
scores of the 8 evaluators (SUS scores range from 0 to 100) were 67.2 for Google Home, 65.0
for Amazon Echo, and 49.7 for Apple Siri. These scores are consistent with the total number of
problems found on each device. Apple Siri’s score is significantly worse than that of Google
Home and Amazon Echo: F(2) = 121.079, p1 < .001, p2 < .001. Almost every evaluator currently used Apple Siri or had used it in the past but still found it the most undesirable. Also, although Google Home supported the smallest percentage of the tasks, all the evaluators agreed that
it had the best user experience.

Heuristics Feedback
All of the evaluators said that the heuristics and accompanying examples helped them to evaluate
the devices more thoroughly. The evaluators also provided good suggestions on how to improve
the heuristics.
We initially had 20 heuristics, and it took our first evaluator, a nonspeech expert, about half an
hour to read, ask questions about, and understand all of them. After this first evaluation, we decided to merge some of the heuristics to get the number down to 17 and added more explanations
and examples to each one. For subsequent evaluators this made the heuristics easier to understand but also required more time to read and made them harder to memorize. In fact, 17 heuristics might still be too many. The evaluators read through all of the heuristics before undertaking
each of the 10 tasks.
Most of the evaluators reported that the heuristics had a lot of overlap, sometimes making it unclear which one to use. For example, S2 and S14 both refer to multimodal feedback, in the former case to indicate system status and in the latter to deliver feedback or prompts. Also, S4 is
about starting and stopping conversations and S17 is about exiting from a conversation, which is
related. S17 usage was very low (0.7 percent), leading us to consider eliminating it or merging it
with another heuristic. Likewise, S3, S8, and S16 all touch on language consistency. Ambiguity
about the proper heuristic to use is a common complaint about Nielsen’s heuristics as well. It is
less important than finding the problem, but there might be a better way to structure and categorize the heuristics.
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The evaluators pointed out that some of our heuristics are not applicable to today’s smart devices. For example, S8—“adapt agent style to who users are, how they speak, and how they are
feeling”—is too advanced for the devices in our study. Should we evaluate devices based on the
ideal user experience or their current technical capability? Also, most evaluators found it hard to
apply S1, the heuristic about giving the agent a persona, without some standard for what constitutes a good persona.
The speech experts had more comments on the scope of the heuristics given their experience in
SUI design. For example, speech-based smart devices are starting to support multi-speaker identification, yet we did not include anything in the heuristics about this topic. Also, multimodal input/output and multi-device interaction might become more prevalent in the future. Our
heuristics include some information concerning multimodal principles, but we do not touch on
these problems deeply. One evaluator asked, “Are we testing one assistant on one device or one
assistant across multiple devices?” Nowadays, the same assistant works on different platforms or
devices—for example, Amazon Echo’s Alexa is featured on mobile phones, Echo-family smart
speakers, and other appliances. It is important to make sure that the user experience is consistent
across platforms.

LESSONS LEARNED
Based on the results of our evaluation, here we discuss the problems shared by speech-based
smart devices as well as problems unique to each device. We also discuss the usefulness of our
heuristics and how they might be improved.

General Problems with Speech-Based Smart Devices
Even with usability and speech experts as participants, our study shows that users do not know
exactly what speech-based smart devices can and cannot do. Although users have lower expectations communicating with these devices than with humans, they would like the interaction to be
comparable. However, it is difficult to know a given machine’s capabilities and how to adapt to
its way of speaking. The evaluators in our study found 279 unique problems, and half of these
were high-severity ones. Even accounting for current technical limitations, especially for natural
language understanding, we believe that system designers could deliver a better user experience
in at least four ways.
First, more effort should be put into error handling. Instead of constantly apologizing about what
it cannot do, the device interface should guide users and help them to discover what is possible.
This not only makes the user feel more confident using the system but also enables longer and
richer interactions.
Second, these devices should provide more effective multimodal feedback to make the system
status clearer. Users feel lost, angry, or even ignored if they do not know what is happening. All
the evaluated devices lack both implicit and explicit confirmations. As indicated in heuristic S13,
it is better to “use speech-recognition system confidence to drive feedback style.” Designers
should not assume that what users hear is correct—confirming a response shows respect for the
user and can prevent errors.
Third, systems should leverage human conversational strategies, such as turn-taking and discourse markers. This will not only make interaction more natural but can also help prevent the
system from cutting off a user or stopping too early. Discourse markers can also be used as a
type of implicit confirmation.
Finally, designers should create a consistent persona. Computers are social actors, and voice is a
social tool. As Nass and Brave point out, the key to meeting this goal is creating a consistent
voice and emotional range. 9
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Problems Particular to Each Evaluated Device
As speech-based smart devices, Google Home, Amazon Echo, and Apple Siri have almost the
same set of functionalities. However, they have different focuses that make them competitive in
different areas.
As search is one of its core competencies, Google Home is better at answering general questions
than the other devices but has less built-in functionality. At the time we conducted the evaluation
(July/August 2017), Google Home could not support basic functions such as messaging, to-do
lists, and reminders.
Amazon Echo offers more than 15,000 add-on “skills,” and the experience using these is different from using the device’s built-in functionality. For example, users must say the exact command to open a skill, and they must first exit from a skill to do something else. Consequently, we
did not include these skills in our tasks. Amazon’s core business is e-commerce, which it integrates into the Echo. The evaluators complained that the many promotions for Audible and Amazon Prime were annoying.
Our evaluation found that Apple Siri had 33 percent more problems than the other two devices.
Some of these issues might be due to the fact that the system is designed to be screen-based and
we set it up without the screen. As such, the user experience will likely be different from that of
the Siri-powered HomePod (https://www.apple.com/homepod), which was released after our
study. This is being marketed as a speaker first and foremost. Unlike Google Home and Amazon
Echo, HomePod is completely closed.

The New Speech Heuristics
In developing our new heuristics to evaluate speech-based smart devices, we had three objectives. First, we wanted to provide thorough coverage of the usability problems that can occur
when interacting with such devices. Second, we wanted the heuristics to be easy to understand
for nonspeech experts so that they too can evaluate existing devices or design new devices with
few problems. Third, we wanted designers to identify real problems using the heuristics so we
could see how well they worked.
Our evaluation suggests that the heuristics generally meet these objectives. Importantly, the nonspeech experts were able to find many problems without any prior experience with SUIs or any
of the devices.
Three of the nonspeech experts found more problems (60, 42, and 39) than two of the speech experts (37 and 24 problems). The other two speech experts found the most problems (86 and 73),
which accounted for 55 percent of the total number of problems found. We attribute these results
to the fact that the two less successful speech experts relied primarily on their own experience
and less on the heuristics, while the two more successful speech experts not only used their experience but also adhered to the heuristics, which helped them find many of the problems that their
counterparts did not.
The evaluators clearly understood all 17 heuristics. An inspection of the problem descriptions
shows that they matched the area of coverage described by the specified heuristic. Although
there is little overlap (15 percent) between the problems found by the speech experts and the
nonspeech experts, we are unsure if all the problems are real or whether there are false positives
lurking in the set. An end-user study is needed to identify those issues that would affect the user
experience. A thorough evaluation of the heuristics will also require additional testing of more
devices by more evaluators. However, we believe the results described here provide enough evidence for us to conclude that the heuristics are well suited to uncovering important usability
problems in the smart device context.
Because the heuristics were based on prior research that focused on telephone- or workstationbased speech applications as well as the existing design guidelines from Google and Amazon,
we believe that they can be used to evaluate most speech-only smart devices. However, whether
the heuristics can also be used to evaluate speech-plus-screen devices is unclear. Multimodal I/O
will be different from speech-only devices, so we think additional research is required.
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There are some clear places we can improve the new heuristics. For example, we could merge
heuristics related to multimodal feedback, exiting from a conversation, and language consistency. Moreover, some of the heuristics, such as S8, are more prescriptive and might be too
far out for usage today.

CONCLUSION
Our 17 heuristics for evaluating speech-based smart devices are easy for both nonspeech and
speech experts to understand and to help identify real usability problems. The heuristics have
good coverage of the design space and can also serve as a set of early design principles. Our
evaluation of three popular devices by 8 usability specialists serves as an initial validation of the
usefulness of the new heuristics, which we will continue to refine with more testing. We hope
this research will help and inspire designers to create more effective and user-friendly speechbased smart devices, and inspire researchers to conduct more studies on this finally-ready-forprime-time interaction modality.
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